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Welcome to Inventory Management
Objectives
The purpose of this handbook is to familiarize requisitioners, stores staff, and administrators with
the JAGGAER One Inventory Management solution. We hope it will help you:

l Understand the available functionality in the Inventory Management.
l Search for and order items from internal stores and stockrooms.
l Easily manage the inventory process, including item management and replenishment
ordering.

l Gather inventory-related data required for reporting, financial requirements, and more.

Key Points
l This handbook should be used as a supplemental guide to the Basics Handbook,
Shopping Handbook, and the online searchable help. Many of the fundamental concepts
discussed in this book are detailed in the additional handbooks.

l This handbook will show you how to perform functions in the system. It is important to note
that much of the how, when, and why the system is used is determined by your
organization’s business practices. We suggest that you supplement this document with
your organization’s business practices, goals, and policies.

l Topics in this document range from ordering from a stockroom, approving and filling
orders, ordering items to replenish your stockrooms, to receiving and performing inventory
counts. Depending on your role in the organization – a standard shopper, a shopper for a
specific stockroom, an employee of a stockroom, or an administrator – you may only have
permissions to perform a subset of these functions. Typically, if you cannot perform a task,
it is either not available in your site (based on site setup) or is reserved for a different role.

What you will learn…
This document is organized by the following sections:

l The Basics – includes an overview of the solution, including the primary areas of
navigation and use. 

l Setup and Administration – includes setting up locations, inventory items, access to
stockrooms, and general configuration tasks. This material is targeted for stockroom
managers and system administrators.

l Shopping for Inventory Items – this section focuses on end-user activities including
finding and ordering inventory items, tracking items ordered from internal stockrooms,
receiving back order notifications, and more.
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l Stockroom Activities – includes tasks performed by stockroom staff such as filling orders,
placing replenishment orders, performing yearly inventory, reviewing reports, and more.

l Kiosk Setup and Usage – includes the setup for organizations interested in self-service
checkout, along with instructions for requisitioners on how to shop for and checkout items.
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Basics

Inventory Management

Overview
The JAGGAER ONE Inventory Management solution is a comprehensive, stockroom-level
inventory management solution that is fully integrated with the JAGGAER ONE eProcurement
solution. Using the solution, procurement and stockroom personnel can provide the highest level
of inventory management to their organization.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Key Features and Benefits of the JAGGAER One Inventory
Management Solution

l Requisitioners can shop from internal stockrooms and immediately see product availability.
l Internal stockrooms can be set as preferred suppliers and can be promoted to in shopping
search results.

l Orders can be processed efficiently and quickly through auto-allocation of available
inventory.

l Back orders can be identified, responded to, and processed without delay.
l Smart replenishment orders based on recommended inventory levels, as well as back
order and in-process order amounts.

l Kiosk “point of sale” ordering.
l Non-inventoried requests can be managed along with stocked items.
l Flexible pricing models allow you to change customers based on averaging, FIFO, or
percentage mark-up.

l Management of periodic inventory counts and yearly inventory counts.

Following are the typical roles that may be needed to manage inventory within an organization.
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l Administrators and StockroomManagers:
l Individuals responsible for managing stockroom inventory.
l Administrators responsible for assigning employees with stockroom access.

l Daily Users
l Individuals responsible for fulfilling stock orders, receiving shipments, and verifying
physical inventory.

l Shoppers who place orders for goods in the stockroom.

See "User Roles and Access " in the online searchable help for additional information.

Navigation and Access
Available menus, pages, and ordering of information are based on what parts of the system each
user has access to. Below are details around where you will find the functions in the system.

l For standard end users, they will see few differences in terms of what they experience
when using the eProcurement solution. One change is that users can see shipment
information and sales order history of the inventory items that they order and are filled.

l Storeroom Staff will primarily use the following areas of the application to perform their
jobs:

l The Inventory Management navigation menu. From this menu item, you can go to
the Inventory Administration Dashboard, search for inventory items, manage
locations, view replenishment information, perform cycle counts, and more.

l The Document Searchmenu. Document Search allows users to locate and manage
purchasing and invoicing documents.  Users can search for purchase requisitions,
purchase orders, invoices, sales orders and/or receipts, depending on an
organization’s licenses and a specific user’s permissions. 

Key Terminology
Following are some of the common terms related to the JAGGAER One Inventory Management
solution:

l Order Fulfillment– process where orders are picked, packed, and shipped. Fulfillment can
be performed on a line item basis or for the full order.

l Sales Order– document sent to the internal stockroom, containing the description of the
goods the shopper is requesting, as well as the quantity, price, payment, and delivery
terms. This information is generated from the user’s Purchase Order.

l Receipt – created when a replenishment order (inventory) arrives in the stockroom,
indicates when the items were received and other important information.

l Inventory Item– contains information such as the catalog number, product description,
reorder minimum/maximum values, and other information applicable to the item, such as
hazardous flags.
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l Location – used to identify where items are physically stored within the stockroom. May
represent a room, shelf, aisle, freezer, or inventory room.

l Inventory Management Menu – area in the application where users perform
administration and fulfillment tasks.

l Inventory Dashboard – Where key tasks and activities are initiated to manage stockrooms
and inventory. It is recommended that the stockroommanager set this page as their Home
Page.

l Pick List – a document that can be printed that shows the item ordered, and the location in
the stockroom where it can be “picked” for fulfillment.

l Packing Slip – generated from sales order, it contains information regarding line items
details and what was shipped, canceled, and back ordered.

l Back order – occurs when an order is placed for an item that is not available in inventory. It
is assumed that the order will be completed when the inventory arrives.

l Shipment – an entry created when an item is shipped from a stockroom. Used for historical
purposes to determine what items were shipped, back ordered, or canceled.

l Cycle Counting – represents annual inventory counting of items at some regular interval.
l Cycle Counting Intervals – can be set at the Fulfillment Center level or at the
item/inventory level. Other terms related to cycle counting include:

l Items due for counting now – items that have reached the pre-determined cycle
count interval.

l Items due for counting soon – allows user to specify number of days in advance
that items should be counted.

l All items – used when performing a full inventory count (annually or bi-annually).

The Inventory Management Process
The graphic below provides a look at the standard process for ordering and filling internal orders
through the Inventory Management solution.
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Step 1: In this step, requisitioners shop for items. Users shop in the same manner for internal
inventory items as they do for items from third party suppliers. Both catalog and non-catalog
requests can be generated for internal suppliers (stockrooms, stores, etc.). For more information
on this process, refer to The End User Experience and Shopping for Inventory Items.

Step 2: The Purchase Requisition and Purchase Order process varies greatly per organization
and is dictated by an organization’s workflow and approval process. When a cart is submitted a
purchase requisition (PR) is created. The final step of the PR process is to create a purchase order
(PO). Your PO process may or may not have any approval steps.

Step 3: If the order is for a third-party supplier, it is typically sent to the supplier for processing or
exported out of the JAGGAER application for further processing, then fulfillment by the supplier. If
the order is for an internal (stockroom) supplier, a Sales Order is generated.
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Step 4: This step represents the overall process of stockroom processing. Steps 5 – 10 represent
standard activities that happen during this step, but additional activities and options may occur,
which are listed in Additional Stockroom Tasks .

Step 5: You can automatically allocate inventory to incoming orders if the items are available. If
the full list of requested items is available in inventory, then the order is processed (Steps 6 and
7). If the full list of requested items is not available, go to Step 8.

Step 6: This step consists of a number of sub-steps, which in summary, allows you to process
and complete the order from the system’s perspective. The individual activities include assigning
an order to yourself for processing and viewing and printing a packing slip.

Step 7: Shipment delivery is an activity that occurs outside of the system. Oftentimes, the
packing slip is used as a means for receipt validation (i.e., the requisitioner signs the packing slip
to indicate he/she has received the goods). Another option is to allow users to enter their receipts
in the system. This is highly recommended if all other receipts are recorded in this manner. As of
21.3, it is possible to automatically generate PO receipts in response to shipment activity for both
advance shipping notices and inventory shipments. The necessary settings can be configured at
the organizational level, the supplier level, and the individual supplier fulfillment center level.
Note: This option must be enabled by JAGGAER.

Step 8: If the requested order cannot be filled completely, the remaining items will automatically
be placed on back order. If part of the order can be filled, an initial shipment is generated and can
be delivered to the requisitioner (Step 7). Items on back order are used as an indicator for
replenishment ordering. If the items being requested are not already on order, a new order is
typically placed for the items needed. Lastly, if the requisitioner decides they do not need the
item or for other reasons, such as an item being discontinued, an order or part of an order may be
canceled. Refer to Process Back Orders or Cancel Items on an Order for details.

Step 9: Replenishment ordering is a standard part of any inventory management process. Orders
are placed by stockroom personnel to replenish stock in the stockroom and to fill any back orders.
See Replenishment Ordering for more information.

Step 10: Replenishment orders can be placed directly in the application and received through the
system. The solution also accommodates situations where items outside of the system can be
received into the system. After the appropriate inventory is received to complete the back order,
a new shipment should be generated. Refer to the following for more information:

l Receiving Physical Inventory
l Receiving from a Replenishment Order
l Receiving Physical Inventory via the Item Record
l Process Back Orders
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Step 11: Once an order is fully complete – meaning all items are either fully shipped or have been
canceled, the order should be closed. Depending on your organization’s preference, this may
happen at the same time the packing list is printed or you may choose to do this when delivery
verification is received.

Step 12: Requisitioners can track their orders as they move from a requisition to a sales order.
Additionally, stockroom personnel can view order and shipment history. Refer to View and Track
Stockroom Orders for more information.

Note: As of release 20.1, administrators may automate receipt workflow. This allows them to
control at what point during the receipt workflow that inventory receipts are created for any
items flagged as "add to inventory." To enable this feature, administrators must contact their
JAGGAER representatives.

Additional Stockroom Tasks
In addition to the standard tasks mentioned in the steps above, there are a number of other
options and possible activities that may be part of your inventory management process. Below is
a quick reference list to these tasks:

l Adding and updating inventory Items. This is a task that is performed during your
implementation in a bulk process, but oftentimes item data requires updates, new items are
added to your stockroom, and old items are discontinued. Please see Managing Inventory
Items for additional information.

l Allocations in the system.
l Most organizations choose to automatically allocate available inventory to incoming
orders. This configuration option is set up at the fulfillment center level, which is
discussed in Set Up Stockrooms.

l Occasionally when filling orders, you may realize that the system allocated more
inventory than what was actually available, and in that case, you can update your
allocations for an order, which is discussed in Modify Allocations for an Order.

l When new inventory is received into the system, it is recommended to Refresh
Allocations to complete any outstanding back orders that can be filled. Refer to the
section Refresh Allocations for an Order.

l Print pick lists. Some organizations may choose to print pick lists for their stockroom
personnel prior to printing the packing slip for delivery. Pick lists provide a list of items that
have been ordered and can provide a simpler method of “pick up” in certain stockroom
setups.

l Performing Inventory Counts.While some organizations only perform a yearly inventory
count, others perform interval counts of either all of their items or certain types of items.
For more information on the functionality, refer to Cycle Counting and Yearly Inventory.
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Troubleshooting Tips
If you experience any difficulty using or setting up the solution, below is a list of troubleshooting
tips for consideration:

l Verify your Permissions. Permissions control much of what you can see and do in the
system. If you have any issues, start with reviewing your permissions. Refer to Inventory
Management Permissions and Notifications for additional information.

l Verify the stockroom personnel have access to the appropriate stockroom.
Stockroommanagers will need access to sales orders, and to fulfill the sales orders for the
designated stockrooms. For more information, refer to Controlling Access to Stockrooms
or Assigning Fulfillment Center Access.

l Check your notifications. A common problem is that users and stockroom staff are not
receiving emails when expected – for example when back order items come in or when an
order is canceled. Refer to Setting Up Notifications to make sure your notifications are set
up properly.

l Workflow Setup. If someone in your stockroom cannot “see” their orders, verify that they
are set up as an approver in the appropriate folder or folders. Depending on how your
workflow is set up, this may be a shared workflow folder accessed from the workflow setup
navigation tab or through dynamic fulfillment center workflow. Ask your project manager or
JAGGAER support which “type” of workflow steps is set up for fulfillment and refer to
"Workflow Management" in the online searchable help for more information on approval
setup.

l Item Setup. If you have inventory items that were created and are not showing in Product
Search, make sure that the items were 1) syndicated and 2) had a price attached to them.
Also, make sure that the supplier has the appropriate currencies enabled according to the
organization and user settings. See Managing Inventory Items for additional information.

l Shoppers must have access to the appropriate locations. Make sure end users have
the appropriate access to stockrooms and specific locations. Users can select preferred
fulfillment centers, which will be the location that initially shows in product search results.
See Shopping for Inventory Items for more information.

Inventory Management Permissions and
Notifications

Overview
Here are the permissions and notification used in Inventory Management.
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Permissions
The following are permissions related to Inventory Management. Permissions may be configured
at the role or user level by an administrator. These permissions allow users to manage inventory,
locations, replenishments, and more.

For additional information about enabling permissions at the user level, please see Permission
Settings in the Site Essentials Handbook or online searchable help. For additional information
about enabling permissions at the role level, please see Creating and Managing Roles in the
Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help.

Supplies Manager Permissions

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Supplies Manager > Inventory
Management Permissions.

Permission
Name Permission Description

Manage Loca-
tions

Allows you to create and manage locations, including manually creating/editing loc-
ations and using the import/export features. If this permission is enabled, Location
Management is available in the Inventory Management menu for the user.

Inventory Search This permission allows you to search inventory items and view inventory items and
receipts associated with items. This is a fairly low-level permission because there is
little opportunity to make data changes.

Inventory Admin-
istration

This permission allows you to perform a number of administrative tasks including
exporting search results, using reports and the dashboard, importing inventory
receipts, kiosk overages, and to set up inventory parameters at the item-level and ful-
fillment center level.

Adjust Inventory This permission enables users to perform many day-to-day activities in the system,
including receiving inventory, editing receipt information, incrementing inventory,
and decrementing inventory.
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Permission
Name Permission Description

Replenishment This permission is typically granted for the individuals that are responsible for cre-
ating replenishment orders and creating the relationships between inventory items
and supplier items. This permission allows a user to create and edit the relationship
between an internal stores item and a supplier third-party item, allows you to view
the replenishment report, create replenishment orders, and mark orders as replen-
ishment orders. NOTE: Your approval workflow is still intact after orders are sent out;
if you require approval, the orders will not be sent directly to the supplier.

Cycle Counting This permission allows a user to perform cycle counting tasks, including importing
cycle counting results.

Show Kiosk
Mode link

This permission allows the user to toggle between using the standard interface and
the kiosk interface. The toggle link appears directly below the simple/advances
search on the home page. Upon selecting to toggle, the user will be presented with a
window where they will select which fulfillment center (stockroom location) they
wish to go into.  If the user only has access to one fulfillment center, then they will be
taken directly into the kiosk for that fulfillment center. If the fulfillment centers that
the user has access to do not contain any items, but they do have the ability to
toggle into the kiosk, the kiosk toggle link will NOT appear.

Sales Order Fulfillment Permissions

These permissions are located in Permissions Settings > Orders > Sales Order Fulfillment.

Permission
Name Permission Description

Forward Sales
Orders

This permission allows users to forward a sales order to another user who is
allowed to fill sales orders. This permission is typically granted to stockroom per-
sonnel using the solutions or individuals receiving orders initially for third-party
suppliers. 

Fulfill Sales
Orders

This permission should be granted to any user who is responsible for viewing and
filling sales orders.

Assign Substitute
Approver for
Sales Order
Approvals

Provides the user with the ability to assign a substitute for sales order approval
folders. This permission allows the Assign Substitute buttons to display on the sales
order fulfillment approvals list page.
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Permission
Name Permission Description

Approve/Reject
Sales Orders on
behalf of another
Approver

Provides the ability to approve or reject sales orders for another user. This is a very
powerful permission and should be assigned with caution. This permission allows a
user to open POs that are assigned to another user and continue them in the pro-
cess. The “change of hands” is tracked in History. This permission does not allow a
user to view another user’s folders.  You must have the permission below (Manage
Other Approver’s SO Approval folders) to perform this task.

Manage Other
Approver’s SO
Approval folders

Provides the ability to access and view another user’s Sales Order approval folders.
With this permission, you can view another approver’s workload.

To be able to approve or reject the orders that you are reviewing, you must also
have the permission listed above (Approve/Reject Sales Orders on behalf of
another approver).

Edit Any Pending
Sales Orders

Provides the user the ability to edit any Sales Order that has not been com-
pleted/closed. This includes any Sales Order currently assigned to another
approver for fulfillment.

Create Sales
Invoices/Credit
Memos

User is able to create a sales invoice or credit memo. The completed sales
invoice/credit memo will be delivered to the customer’s AP Director or AP Express
instance.

View Sales Orders The user can see the Sales Order Search screen and perform sales order searches
for fulfillment centers they have access to through Sales Order History.

View All Sales
Orders

The user can see the Sales Order Search screen and perform sales order searches
for all of the organization's sales orders and corresponding shipments, regardless
of fulfillment center access assignments for the user.

Close/Complete
Sales Order

The user will be able to close the sales order once the sales order has been totally
shipped.

Finalize Sales
Order Revisions

Gives the user the ability to create a revision on the sales order by finalizing the revi-
sions.

Administration Permissions

The following are administrative permissions that are required when configuring catalogs and
access for Supplies Manager. The permissions are located in Permissions Settings >
Administration page in the sections indicated below.
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Permission
Name Permission Description

Administration > Supplier Profile Administration

Manage Supplier
Profiles

This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit supplier profiles. This
permission also allows a user to create a new supplier for the organization. Users in
Supplies Manager organizations need this permission in order to create a new stock-
room supplier.

Administration >System Administration

Edit Item-
s/Catalogs

This permission is needed to manage inventory items including adding new items,
removing items, and updating item data. If this permission is enabled, the Hosted
Catalog Items and Price navigation menu is visible, which allows you to update
item data, images, and prices en masse.

Syndicate Item-
s/Prices

This permission is used in conjunction with the one above and allows you to syn-
dicate submitted content which applies the data to your site and users.

Administration > Catalog Administration

Catalog Man-
agement

Provides access to the hosted catalog features except for Content Administration
(Item Administration) page and the Hosted Catalog Price Sets tab.

A user must have one of the following permissions to access supplier search:

- Manage Supplier Profiles

- Approve All Supplier Price Files or Approve Assigned Supplier Price Files to view
the price sets tab in a supplier profile. If your organization is a consortium parent or
member, a user with catalog management permission may see the pricing tab for
consortium pricing and extracts.

Administration > User Administration

Edit Fulfillment
Center Access

Allows edit access to the Fulfillment Center Access page in the user profile and the
Manage Fulfillment Center access page for the organization. This permission allows
an administrator to determine which fulfillment centers stockroom personnel have
access to.

Notifications
You may choose to enable notifications for certain Inventory Management activities taking place
in your organization through the application.
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Notification preferences can be set at the role or user level. You can choose to receive an email,
an in-application notification, both, or none. See Notification Preferences in the Site Essentials
Handbook or online searchable help and Creating and Managing Roles in the Administration
and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Inventory Management notifications are found in the Supplies Manager section.

For a description of a notification, click the associated with the notification, as shown below.
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Shopping for Inventory Items

Shopping for Inventory Items

Overview
There are shopping tasks in Inventory Management that are performed by standard requisitioners
(shoppers). These tasks include finding and ordering inventory items, tracking items ordered from
internal stockrooms, receiving notifications (such as back order), and more.

Note: Requisitioners may also shop for items using self-service kiosks. This section covers
traditional stockroom usage. For more information on kiosks, refer to Kiosk Setup and Usage.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

The End User Experience
One of the main benefits of using the Inventory Management solutions is that shopping from
internal stockrooms and stores is virtually analogous to that of third-party suppliers. Although
there are minor differences in functionality, for the most part, shopping for, ordering, and tracking
internal inventory items is much the same as working with any third-party hosted catalog item.

What is the same...

l Product Search works the same way for items from a third-party supplier as it does from
internal stockrooms. Therefore, search techniques are not discussed in this document.
Refer to "Shopping from the Main Menu" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

l Add to cart, if allowed for the item, works in the same manner with inventory items as
third-party items.
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l Submitting your cart works the same for internal items as items from an external vendor.
Workflow (i.e., the approval process) will most likely be slightly different when ordering, but
this is to be expected because instead of faxing or emailing an order, someone in your
store/stockroom will fill the order.

l Tracking your order works similar as with third party suppliers. There are additional tracking
capabilities via Sales Order History, which is discussed below.

What may be different…

Listed below are some key areas that may be different when working with inventory items:

l Preference for internal items. When performing product searches, you may notice that
internal items display towards the top of search results, and an icon is used to designate
the stockroom(s). In most cases, internal stockrooms are assigned a preferred class and
are assigned an icon to indicate to end-users that the item is from an internal supplier. This
is highly recommended to help users distinguish between stockroom items and third-party
items. Refer to "Class and Product View Management" in the eProcurement Shopping
and Ordering Handbook or online searchable help for more information about Supplier
Classes.

l The ability to purchase from other internal locations (if available) and view stock
availability. From the Product Search page, internal inventory items contain additional
information and options. Inventory availability is shown (either exact number available or an
indication of in stock/out of stock). Additionally, if the item is available at other locations
(stockrooms, cabinets, etc.), the user has the option to order from one of those locations.

l Sales Order Workflow. The purchase requisition and purchase order approval process
may be different for items ordered internally than those ordered from external suppliers.
Administrators may allow specific users to approve a sales order and progress it through
the workflow without creating a shipment by granting those users this permission.
Additionally, orders are actually filled through what the system terms Sales Order
Workflow, which occurs after the Purchase Order steps are completed. With these
additional workflow steps, you can also view sales orders using Document Search.

l No Add to Cart option. Some organizations choose to allow users to shop for internal
inventory items through the application, but do not want orders created for this type of
item. In this case, instead of being able to add the item to your cart, you will be notified
what action you should take. For example, instead of the Add to Cart link, the item may
have an indication as to where you can physically pick up the item.
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Shopping for Inventory Items
Searching for internal inventory items works the same as the standard hosted catalog search.
The application provides several methods to find the appropriate items for requisitioning.
Depending on the information known about the item you are looking for, you may use Advanced
or Simple Search, Browse by Supplier (stockroom), use Favorites, or use Quick Order. For
more information on the various methods of searching, including recommendations on search
techniques, refer to "Shopping from the Main Menu" in the eProcurement Shopping and
Ordering Handbook or online searchable help.

A few tips for searching for Inventory Items specifically:

Administrators

l Make sure that your stockrooms are set up with a preferred supplier class and that a
recognizable icon is used to identify your internal stockrooms.

l Promote use of your internal stockrooms. In training and documentation materials, tell
users to select items from your internal stockrooms whenever available and show them
examples with the icon visible.

l Use a “Stockroom” or “Internal” checkbox as a Custom Catalog Attribute that identifies all
stockroom items and allow users to search by this type of item via the Product Search
Page. See "Custom Catalog Attributes" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help for information.

l If requisitioners are accustomed to requesting stockroom items via a paper system, they
may know the catalog numbers by heart. In this case, recommend that they set these items
up as Favorites and useQuick Order the first time they are locating the item.

Shoppers

l From the Product Search tab, enter the name of the stockroom supplier in the Supplier
field to only see inventory items.

l If you cannot find an item and you “know” that your stockroom sells this item, call or email
the stockroom. If you do not have this contact information, click on the Supplier Name in
the Supplier column in the Product Search Results and the contact information is available.
(Another way to access contact information is through Browse by Supplier and selecting
the stockroom).
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Details of the Product Search Results Page:

Following is an example of product search results for shoe covers. The first two items to display
are from an internal stockroom, and the next three items are from third-party suppliers.

Features of the product search results page:

l Under the Add to Cart button you can see whether the item is available in inventory or not.
Depending on your configuration, the system will either say 1) In Stock orOut of Stock or
2) In Stock: 5 (number available) orOut of Stock. The location where the item is out of
stock or in stock is also indicated.

l You can order items if they are out of stock. This is standard practice and should be
communicated to requisitioners. A replenishment order might have been placed and more
items will be available by the time to order arrives in the stockroom.

l If an item is available at another location for the supplier selected, you have the option to
check other locations. Note: This is not common. For more information, refer to the next
task.

l Select the Product Description (large, bold name) to learn more about the item.

l Select the Supplier to learn more about the stockroom, including contact information in
case you have a question.
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If your organization has more than one stockroom (internal supplier) and they sell similar products
– such as AAA Batteries, it is highly likely that both items will display in search results. Users can
make their selection based on price, product description, supplier, and other criteria they feel is
important.

The goal of this task is to shop for internal inventory items, review the options, and add the item
(s) to your cart. Note: A standard product search is performed in this task, although any search
technique can be used to locate internal inventory items.

1. Go to the Shop > Shopping page.  Shopping is also available on the Default Home
Page, unless you have set a different home page.

2. From the simple search box at the top of the window, select the appropriate product
vertical or Everything for a wider search. Enter the keyword or keywords you are
searching for in the box. Keep in mind, the more information you enter, the more specific
your search will be.

3. Click the Go button to view search results. If the search results do not provide the
information you need, perform an advanced search or refine your search.

4. To add an inventory item to your cart, click the Add to Cart button. By default, the quantity
is 1, but you can update this amount before adding the items to your cart.

Setting Your Preferred Stockroom Location
If your organization has a single supplier and multiple fulfillment centers that “sell” the same
items, users may set up a preferred supplier, but can select from other locations when an item is
not available. For example, in a building (representing the supplier), there are four storage closets
– one on each floor, each of which is a fulfillment center for the supplier. If paper is not available
on their floor (their preferred location), they could look at other locations.

By default, if there is only one fulfillment center for a supplier, the preferred location is
automatically selected for the user and this task is not needed.

1. Perform a product search. Locate an inventory item that is found in multiple locations, as
shown below. The check other locations… link is an indication that there is more than one
location where the item is stored.

2. Click the Product Description for any item with the check other locations… link. A pop-
up window displays with product information.

3. From the upper right-hand corner of the screen, select change preference.

4. An overlay window displays, allowing you to select from the other available locations to set
as your default. The current location selected is in bold. Click the select button and the
new preferred location is set.
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Shipments
When a user places an order for internal inventory items shipments are generated. Shipments
provide information about what “parts” of the order have been delivered, are on back order, and
have been canceled.

In most cases, if the item is available in the stockroom, a shipment is simply a tracking mechanism
to say that the order was received and processed by the stockroom – and that the user should
expect delivery (if it has not already been delivered). In other cases, shipments are used to notify
users of back orders that have come in and now shipped or cancellations.

Multiple shipments can be generated from a single purchase order. For example, you order 10
widgets. Eight are available and the remaining two are on back order. The first shipment would
indicate both pieces of information – that eight were shipped and two are on back order. The next
week, one widget arrives, so the second shipment indicates that one widget was shipped (one of
the two previously on back order). The user then calls the stockroom and asks to cancel the final
widget – they do not need the item. The last widget requested is canceled and a final shipment is
created indicating the cancellation of one widget. In this example, there are a total of three
shipments.

You can also view the status of shipments for an order via the Shipments tab on the associated
purchase order.

View and Track Stockroom Orders

Overview
When a cart is submitted for a stockroom supplier’s hosted catalog item, the following process
typically occurs:
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l Step 1: The submitted cart becomes a requisition and goes through one or more steps in
Purchase Requisition workflow. To view all the activities and details around this process,
you can useMy Requisitions on theMy Orders tab to locate and view the requisition.

l Step 2: The final step of PR workflow is to create a Purchase Order, which initiates
Purchase Order Workflow. As with requisition workflow, PO workflow goes through one or
more steps. To view all the activities and details around this process, you can usemy
purchase orders on the Document Search tab to locate and view the requisition.

l Step 3 for internal orders: The Purchase Order is sent to the stockroom supplier in the form
of a Sales Order, which is available for processing. To view the status and details around
fulfillment, you can use Document Search to see status information from the Purchase
Order or from document search results.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Review Inventory Order Details from the Purchase Order
Summary

1. Go toOrders > Search > Purchase Orders page.

2. Perform a search for purchase orders (typically by supplier or PO number).

3. From the Search Results, the Shipment Status is used to indicate the current status of
the order:

l Sent To Supplier indicates that the PO was sent to the stockroom for fulfillment. If
there are no other statuses listed, this indicates there has been no action taken on
the order at this time.

l Sent with Canceled Items indicates that a shipment was made and that part of the
order was canceled. 

l Fully Shipped with Supplier Modifications indicates that part of the order was
canceled (modified by the stockroom personnel). 

l Fully Shipped indicates that the order is complete and all items have been delivered
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to the requisitioner.

l Canceled indicates the order was canceled after the Purchase Order was created
and no items were filled.

l Processing Order – Backordered – indicates that the order is on back order.

Review Inventory Order Details from the Shipments Tab of
the Purchase Order
Note: Refer to Shipments to learn more about how shipments function. To learn how to receive
notifications for shipment information, refer to Inventory Management Notifications.

1. Locate and open the Purchase Order (PO). You can do this from my purchase orders, or by
accessing your requisition and selecting the PO Number.

2. Once the PO is opened, a Shipments tab displays to the right of the Approvals tab. Note: If
this tab does not display, it should be added to your PO configuration. Click the Shipments
tab.

3. From the Shipments tab, you may see one of the following:

l If the order has been sent to the internal stockroom but not processed, the following
message displays

l If the order has been reviewed and processed in some manner by the stockroom,
shipment information displays in the Shipments tab. Shipment, back order, and
cancellation details can be listed on shipments.

4. Click on the Shipment number or the view link to view details about the shipment.

View Inventory Orders via Document Search
Refer to Fulfillment History via Document Search below for additional information.

Go toOrders > Search > Sales Orders.

Enter your search criteria and apply filters as needed. The Sales Order search results display.
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Refine or save your search results, or initiate actions, by applying one or more of these options:

l Open a record - Click a record number to open it.

l Select filters

l Click Add Filter to see a list of filters that can be applied to the search results. Click
the checkbox next to a filter to apply it. Click the Clear All Filters button to remove
all filters and start again.

l AccessQuick Filters andMy Searches in the side panel by clicking the icon in
the top left corner of the page. Quick Filters allow you to easily apply filters to the
search results. The My Searches tab contains your saved searches. Select the
toggle again to hide the side panel.

l Define a date range - The default search shows documents created in the last 90 days.
Click the Date field in the top left corner of the page to enter a different date range. You
will see these options:

l Select All to view all records. We recommend adding filters to limit your search
results.

l SelectWithin to choose from a list of date ranges.

l Select Between to enter a specific date range.

l Select themore options link to look for documents with dates that are missing.

l Actions - Action icons are displayed to the left of records in the search results if you
have the appropriate permissions. You can initiate an action for a single record or for
multiple records at once.

l Single records - Click the action icon next to a record and select an action from
the drop-down menu.

l Multiple records - The action icon in the column header works as a toggle to
show or hide the multiple selection option. First, click the icon in the column
header and select Show Multiple Selection. Checkboxes are displayed next to
each record. Select the checkbox next to each record you want to initiate the action
for, then click the action icon a second time and select an action from the drop
down menu. Select Hide Multiple Selection from the menu to return to row
selection.

l Save search as a favorite - Click the Save As icon at the top of the page to save your
search as a favorite. Additional options are available from the drop down menu.
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l Pin filters and columns - Select the Pin Filters icon at the top of the page and then select
Pin Filters or Pin Columns to save settings and they will be selected by default the next
time you access the page.

l Configure columns - Click the configure columns icon to choose which columns are
displayed in the search results. The overlay shows a list of columns related to the area that
you are in, and you can choose which ones you want to display or hide on the search
results page.

l Sort columns - Click the sort icons on a column heading to sort data in ascending or
descending order.

l Export search results - Click the Export All icon at the top of the page to export the
filtered search in a format that you can use for reporting. See "Exporting Document
Searches" in the Site Essentials Handbook or online searchable help.

Sales Order View
Here is an example of a sales order.
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1. The header contains the document name and number, and actions. Click an icon or button
on the top right corner of a sales order to:

l Show or hide the right sidebar

l Filter the document information displayed (All Information, Details Only, or
General, Shipping or Supplier information only).

l Print the sales order .

l Perform document-level actions by clicking action buttons or the document actions
icon ( ):

l Action buttons display the primary sales order actions that are available.
These are usually the next step in the process, such as Create, Submit, or
Delete. The actions shown on the buttons will vary according to the status of
the sales order and user permissions.

l Click the document actions icon ( ) to select additional sales order actions
from a drop-down menu.

l If a sales order has been opened from a search page, use the document navigation
to go to other documents in the search results.

2. Click the tabs across the top to access and modify additional sales order information.

l The Summary tab contains a summary of sales order information and is also where
line-item actions are available, such as canceling unshipped quantities.

l ForOrder Acknowledgments and Advanced Shipping Orders, the Create option
is only available for sales orders in Pending status.

l The PO Documents tab has a pop out link to documents. The Attachments tab also
has downloadable files.

l The Allocations tab is only available to buyer users. Users need the appropriate
fulfillment center access to view the tab (View My Profile > User Roles and Access >
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Fulfillment Center Access).

l Create Sales Invoice / Create Credit Memo actions are available by clicking the
add icon on the Invoice tab. They are also available as a button in the top right
corner of the document.

3. The right sidebar shows sales order details and messages, totals, and the approval
workflow.

4. Workflow information is displayed in the right sidebar underWhat's next?.

l The active workflow step is highlighted in blue .

l Click Show skipped steps to view all steps in the workflow.

l Click the name of a workflow step to view approvers of that step.

l Click the Actions icon next to a step to open the workflow inspector.

l Click the ViewWorkflow icon to view the workflow in a new window.

5. The Items section lists the items in a sales order:

l Expand Item Details section of an item to view extra information about it, such as
associated contract numbers, attachments, and notes.

l Cancelled and Approval icons display each line's status.

l Click Expand All / Collapse All to expand all lines or collapse all lines.

l To access line-item actions, click the actions icon next to a line, or select
multiple lines and choose an action from the drop-down menu near the top of the
Items section.
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Fulfillment History via Document Search
Fulfillment history provides details about orders sent to your internal stockrooms for processing.
For standard hosted catalogs, a PR is generated, then a PO is generated, and the final step is
when the PO is distributed to the supplier. An additional step is taken for inventory orders. Instead
of the purchase order being sent to the supplier, the information is sent to your stockroom for
processing. Stockroom personnel can view all their orders in queues through the solution,
including what is processed, what needs processing, and more.

Fulfillment History allows you to search for and view orders sent to the stockroom. Each purchase
order sent to the stockroom is also given a sales order number, which is simply a reference
number. Fulfillment history allows you to see orders in process, completed orders, back ordered
and canceled orders, orders for specific users (if you have these access rights), orders for
specific departments, and more.

Your level of access will vary. Most requisitioners are allowed to view their orders only. Approvers
are typically allowed to view their orders, orders they approve/handle, and possibly departmental
orders. System administrators and stockroom personnel can typically view organization-wide
history.
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Stockroom Activities

Stockroom Tasks

Overview
Tasks that are performed by stockroom personnel, include searching and viewing inventory items
and physical inventory, making adjustments to physical inventory, moving inventory to a new
location, and using the Inventory dashboard to perform common stockroom tasks. 

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

The Inventory Administration Dashboard
The Inventory Administration Dashboard represents a screen designed specifically to help
stockroommanagers and employees better perform their jobs. This screen “rolls up” many of the
important tasks performed by these employees so that stockroom personnel can quickly see a
snapshot of the things that require attention, what has been ordered, what needs to be ordered,
what items need attention, and more.

The Inventory Administration Dashboard provides a single location to access key tasks and
activities related to management of stockrooms and stores. The dashboard contains action
items, inventory statuses and quick links to all processes related to Inventory Management.

The information that displays on the dashboard varies by user and is based on permissions and
fulfillment center access.
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By default, the dashboard displays information for all Fulfillment Centersmanaged by your
organization. If you would like to review information for a single fulfillment address, select it from
the dropdown at the top of the page.

The Review section contains:

l Order details per fulfillment center. This section includes how many orders have been
received and howmany orders are currently being processed by the stockroom. This
information is listed by fulfillment center. You can click on the link for each of the fulfillment
centers and be taken to sales order fulfillment for that particular stockroom.

l Your Inventory Reports exports. The Review area indicates the number of reports that
the current user has submitted. To view the submitted reports, click on the Inventory
Report Exports link.

The Inventory Action Items section contains:

l Replenishment Items, including the number of items that need attention (i.e. – need to be
ordered), the number of items on order, and the total number of back ordered items. Links
are provided to see the list of items that need to be ordered (Total Needing Attention:) or
the list of items on back order (Total Backordered:). This is very efficient way to gather
your replenishment data.

l Cycle Count Items, including the number of items that need counting today, the items
that are due within the next seven days, and items that were counted today. There are
quick links for all three of these options that take you to the cycle count report that displays
the details listed on the dashboard (i.e. – the items, when they are due, etc.).
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l Open Sales Order information, including the number of completed purchase orders (now
sales orders) that have been sent to the stockroom for fulfillment. There are no links in this
section. Select the appropriate fulfillment center in the Review area to access sales order
fulfillment.

l Kiosk information, including the number of overages and a link to view the details of the
items with overages.

The Inventory Management section quick links to unsyndicated price/item changes, managing
locations and inventory, updating fulfillment center and wheel, new item dashboard, and item
search/edit.

The Inventory Status Table provides high-level reporting information and links to key tasks,
including:

l A snapshot of the Prior Business Day. Click on the links to run the activity, item, receipt,
or shipment report for the prior business day. By selecting this option, the report is
immediately submitted and when it is completed, a pop-up displays allowing you to open or
save the report. Click the Additional Report Options link to access the inventory reports
and customize your reporting criteria.

l A snapshot of inventory value for the past 30 days. Click the Inventory Daily Value
link to run the report for the past thirty days. The report is immediately submitted and when
it is completed, a pop-up displays allowing you to open or save the report.

l The Overview section provides a quick glance at the number of items in your stockroom,
along with values from today and yesterday.

l The Inventory Breakdown section provides the number of receipts and quantity of items
received for the current day. This information can also be displayed for the past week or
month by selecting the appropriate links. The final option is to click the search inventory
history… link to access the inventory history logs.

Accessing the Inventory Item Record
The Inventory Item record is accessed for a number of reasons including (but not limited to):

l Making updates to the actual item (reorder point, product description, etc.)
l Viewing available inventory, back order amounts, and other important quantities
l Making adjustments based on data entry errors, cycle count changes, and more.
l Receiving physical inventory
l Viewing item history, including when purchase orders associated with an item,
replenishment orders placed, and when the item was received into the stockroom

The Item name, description, and supplier (stockroom) display above the sub-tabs.
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There are two main ways to access the inventory item record, via the inventory item search and
the item/price navigation tab.

Access an Inventory Item via the Item Search

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Search
Inventory page.

2. Search for and locate the item you would like to access and view:
a. Select Items from the Show drop-down box. Enter additional criteria if

desired, such as a specific supplier stockroom name, then click Search.
b. Click adjust/receive under the actions column to view details for the

physical inventory, including adding inventory, making adjustments, and
more.

c. From the Item Search Results, you can view details about the item, including
quantity on hand, whether or not it is visible to end users (syndicated), and
more.

3. By clicking adjust/receive, you are taken to the physical inventory information for the item.
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Access an Inventory Item via the Hosted Catalog Items and Price Navigation
Tab

1. Go to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog Items.

2. The Item Master Search displays, which allows you to search for existing items.

3. Select the Supplier that represents your stockroom, then enter any additional criteria to
locate the item, then click Search. The item results display. Note: Wildcards are not
needed (*, etc.) when searching. The Item Master Search Results displays all items that
meet the requested criteria.

4. Locate the item you would like to view and click the Product Description to open the item.

5. Click the Physical Inventory sub-tab and the Physical Inventory Details tab displays.
From here, and the other sub-tabs under Physical Inventory, you can view and edit
information related to your physical inventory. 

Making Adjustments to Physical Inventory Manually
Adjusting physical inventory is a common practice when the actual inventory “on the shelf” does
not match what the system displays. Adjustments can be needed for a number of reasons:
broken, unstable, or expired items, improper data entry of quantity at initial receipt, and more.
Adjustments can be made to increase or decrease the amount of inventory listed in the system.

Note: Physical inventory is updated automatically when importing from a replenishment receipt
and in response to cancellations from purchase orders. If these updates are incorrect, they must
be changed manually using the procedures in this section.

The solution allows you to adjust physical inventory at the overall level and at the receipt level.
Typically, adjustments are made at the overall level. One is adjusting for a different in the number
of items that were thought to be in the stockroom, versus the actual number of items. Receipt-
level adjustments are made for two reasons: 1) If the quantity for the actual receipt was entered
incorrectly and you are “fixing” the error and 2) If the pricing is greatly affected by “which” receipt
the items belong to.

Note: Use caution when making adjustments to inventory. Typically only a few
individuals per stockroom are allowed to make adjustments. Also, this method of inventory
adjustments is not applicable to cycle counts or interval counts.
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1. Access the inventory record. Refer to the Accessing the Inventory Item Record section
above for more information.

2. From the Physical Inventory tab of the item record, you can see the quantity of the item at
each location (if applicable), allocation of items by sales order and individual receipts. You
can also click the show inventory by fulfillment center link above the Inventory by
Location table for more detailed information.

Adjust Overall Physical Inventory for a Location

3. Select the adjust inventory link to the right of the appropriate fulfillment center in the
Inventory by Location section. An Adjust Inventory overlay displays the location you are
updating and the current quantity according to the system.

a. Select the Adjustment type from the drop-down list:
l Correct Quantity: Select this option if you simply want to enter the actual
current quantity with no calculations. Enter the actual quantity in the Correct
Quantity field.

l Increment Quantity by: Select this option if you want to indicate additional
items that were located or otherwise available. Enter the additional number of
items in the Increment quantity by field.

l Decrement Quantity by: Select this option if you want to indicate that fewer
items are available. Enter the number of fewer items in the Decrement
quantity by field.

b. Select the Adjustment reason. Default values are provided, but your
organization can update and edit these values through field management.

c. Optionally, enter any Additional information about the adjustment. This is
highly recommended for future reference to understand why the adjustment
is being made.

d. To complete the adjustment:
i. Click the Finish button if you feel confident about all information
entered. The adjustment will take effect immediately.

ii. Click the Adjust Receipts button to validate your adjustment. A pop-up
window displays, and from there, you can click Finish to complete the
adjustment.

iii. Click the Cancel button if you decide you do not want to enter the
adjustment.

Adjust a Specific Receipt

To make an adjustment to a specific receipt, you must first make the physical inventory quantity
changes as described above. You can then move items from one receipt to another so that the
financial aspect matches your inventory.
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4. Update the details for the receipt (except for moving quantities) by selecting the adjust
details link to the right of the appropriate receipt in the Receipts section.

a. An Adjust Receipt Details overlay displays, populated with the current
receipt information.

b. Update any of the fields (based on what information needs to be updated)
then click Save. The changes are tracked in the receipt history.

5. To move item quantities between receipts, click the adjust remaining quantity link to the
right of the appropriate receipt in the Receipts section. An Adjust Receipt Remaining
Quantity overlay displays, indicating current receipt information.

a. Select the select a receipt to move quantity to ... hyperlink, then select the
receipt to move the item to.

b. Select the Correction Reason. Default values are available, and your
organization can update and edit the list of values through field management.

c. Enter any other relevant information about the adjustment in the Reason Flex
Text field. This is highly recommended for future reference to understand
why the adjustment is being made.

d. Attach Supporting Documentation by selecting Browse and choosing the
appropriate file.

e. Click Save to save the adjustment.

Automatically Adjusting Physical Inventory from a
Replenishment PO Receipt
In some situations, returned items can affect inventory levels. For example, if 10 cases of an item
are counted in inventory replenishment and then five of those cases are returned, then there are
five fewer cases for inventory. The application allows return receipts created from
Replenishment purchase orders to automatically update inventory levels, eliminating the need to
do it manually. Portal users and stockroom users are automatically notified when return receipts
are created.

1. Locate and open the purchase order against which you need to create the return receipt.
Create the quantity receipt.

2. In the Line Details section, locate the line item you are marking as returned. Enter the
return quantity in theQuantity field and select Returned in the Line Status field. Note: The
Add to Inventory checkbox should be selected by default. Be sure to leave this field
selected.

3. Click Save Updates.

4. Select an option in the Returned For field.

5. Click on the Commodity Receiving tab.

6. Locate the appropriate line item on the tab. Below the Fulfillment Center field, there are
two additional fields that need to be configured.
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l Location - Click on the select location... link to select the location from which to
deduct the items.

l Inventory Receipts - Click on this link to select the inventory receipt from which to
deduct the items. When you click the link, an overlay displays the first receipt
created from the purchase order. Generally, this will be the correct receipt.
However, there may be times when a different PO receipt is the correct one. When
this is the case, click on the Show other receipts link and select the correct receipt.

7. Click Save Changes and then Complete. The inventory levels for the item are updated.
The PO owner will be notified when the replenishment PO is processed, and the customer
receipt status for the PO will be added to the sales order.

Note: As of release 20.1, administrators may automate receipt workflow. This allows them to
control at what point during the receipt workflow that inventory receipts are created for any
items flagged as "add to inventory." To enable this feature, administrators must contact their
JAGGAER representatives.

Calculate and View Days on Hand for Inventory
Stockroommanagers need to forecast how long their stock will last based on their average daily
consumption rate. The number of days on hand of inventory items can be automatically
calculated and displayed on multiple Inventory pages.

Days on Hand is calculated as quantity on hand (Qty on Hand) divided by Consumption Rate
During Period. The Days on Hand calculation is updated automatically every night through a
batch job. If necessary, users can override the calculation components. When this occurs, the
item is queued for recalculation of its consumption rate because the original calculation is no
longer valid.

Note: For this activity, consumed refers to items that have shipped. Items that are pending
shipment are not included in consumption rate calculations.
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Configure Consumption Rates Manually

1. Navigate to Physical Inventory > Inventory / FC Configurationwithin a hosted catalog
item. Consumption Period and Consumption Rate During Period appear on the
Inventory Parameters sub-tab

l Consumption Period defines the period of time over which the usage of a stock
item is measured for a specific fulfillment center. This value can be configured for
automatic calculation or with a static value that is entered by a user.

l Consumption Rate During Period is an automatic calculation that measures a
customer's consumption rate of a stock item for a specific fulfillment center during
the customizable Consumption Period.

2. Expand the Consumption Period drop-down and select the appropriate time period
(previous month, quarter, or year.) Users who need to examine a static period of time, can
select User-Defined and enter a customized time period.

3. Click Save.
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Import Consumption Rate Data

Content Update/Add Template: Use this option to create new items at a
baseline.

1. Navigate to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Request Hosted Content
and Price Extraction.

2. Use the drop-downs to select the appropriate Supplier, Extract Type, File Type, and
Header Format.

3. Click the Requested Extract Files link to access the page containing requested extracts.

4. When completed, click the file link to open the Excel workbook which contains four new
columns:

l Consumption Period (Select Previous Month,Quarter, Year, or User-Defined.)

l Consumption Period Custom Start Date (Used only if the Consumption Period
selected is User Defined.) Use format YYYY-MM-DD.

l Consumption Period Custom End Date (Used only if the Consumption Period
selected is User Defined.) Use format YYYY-MM-DD.

l Consumption Rate During Period

5. Enter data into these fields to customize the Days On Hand calculation. Alternatively,
leave these fields blank to accept the default settings for Days on Hand.

6. Save changes to the Workbook. Return to the platform and navigate to Contracts >
Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Submit Hosted Content and Price Data.

7. Expand the Submission Type drop-down and as relevant, select either Content -
Update/Add or a Content - Replace All option.

8. Use standard JAGGAER functionality to select and upload the file.

Note: Inventory parameters passed in this file are populated in the item’s Default
Settings for this Supplier . These settings serve as a default for each individual
fulfillment center of the item; however, they will not override users' manual entries.
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Add Inventory Template: Use this process to modify an inventory count.

1. Navigate to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Import Inventory
Information

2. Expand the Import Type drop-down and select Add Inventory.

3. Click the Click to Download link located beside Inventory/Receipt Import Template to
download the template.

4. Open the Excel workbook which contains four new columns:

l Consumption Period (Select Previous Month,Quarter, Year, or User-Defined.)

l Consumption Rate During Period

l Consumption Period Custom Start Date (Used only if the Consumption Period
selected is User Defined.) Use format YYYY-MM-DD.

l Consumption Period Custom End Date (Used only if the Consumption Period
selected is User Defined.) Use format YYYY-MM-DD.

Note: Leave these fields blank to accept the default settings for Days in Hand.

5. Save changes to the Workbook. Return to the platform and navigate to Contracts >
Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Submit Hosted Content and Price Data.

6. Expand the Submission Type drop-down and as relevant, select either Content -
Update/Add or a Content - Replace All option.

7. Use standard JAGGAER functionality to select and upload the file.

Note: Inventory parameters such as Consumption Period are applied to the specific
fulfillment center associated with the location provided for an item in the file. If an item
appears multiple times and has multiple locations with different fulfillment centers
associated with each, the fulfillment center associated with the last location provided
will be used.
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Manually Override the Automatically-Calculated Consumption Rate During
Period

It is possible for users to override the automatically-calculated Consumption Rate During
Period value by typing a static number value into this field. Positive numbers with 0 to 4 decimal
places can be entered into the Consumption Rate During Period field.

Note: The decimal limit in the Consumption Rate During Period is controlled by the value
configured in the Supplier Fulfillment Center’s Number of Decimals Allowed in Quantity
setting.

View Days on Hand Calculations

A Days on Hand column appears in the following tables and reports:

Inventory by Location Table

l  Navigate to Physical Inventory > Physical Inventory Detailswithin a hosted
catalog item.

l This table is summarized by location. Data is displayed for each fulfillment center.

l This table requires a nightly batch job to compute a location-level consumption rate
for items. The Days on Hand column will display N/A for content that was added
within 24 hours (since the last batch computer job ran).

Inventory by Fulfillment Center Table

l Navigate to Physical Inventory > Physical Inventory Detailswithin a hosted
catalog item and click Show Inventory by Fulfillment Center.
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l The Days on Hand column appears between theQty on Hand and Allocated
columns.

l All Days on Hand values are rounded up to the nearest whole number.

l A Total row appears at the bottom of this table. Since a total does not apply to the
individual values displayed for Days on Hand, the Total for this column is displayed
as N/A.

Search Results Tables for Items, Inventory, and Replenishment

Note: These calculations are automatically computed each time a search is run.

Days on Hand data is also included in template export files from these search results
pages.

1. Navigate to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Search
Inventory.

2. Expand the Show drop-down and select one of the following choices: Items,
Inventory, or Replenishment.

l Search by Items - These search results are grouped by supplier.

l This search results page displaysMax Days on Hand, which is the
greatest Days on Hand value for all of an item's fulfillment centers.

l Hovering a mouse over aMax Days on Hand value displays the Days
on Hand for each individual fulfillment center.

l Max Days on Hand is also included in template export files.

l Search by Inventory - These search results are grouped by location and
require a nightly batch job to compute a location-level consumption rate for
items. The Days on Hand column will display N/A for content that was added
within 24 hours (since the last batch computer job ran).
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l Search by Replenishment - These search results are grouped by fulfillment
center.

l Click Show Details above the Replenishment Search Results table to
access the Details page. Days on Hand is displayed on this page also.

Activity Report

1. Navigate to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > View Inventory
Reports.

2. Select Activity Report in the Report Type drop-down.

3. Days on Hand appears in Column N.

Although most of the columns in the Activity Report reflect data over a selected period of time,
the Days on Hand data reflects the current day.

Note:N/A is displayed in the Days on Hand column for an item if any of the following
conditions are true:

• Consumption data is not available.

• The batch job has not yet run for a new item.
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Changing an Item’s Location
Occasionally, you may want to move physical inventory from one location to another. Perhaps
you want to do this because the location where the item is stored has actually changed. Another
reason you would want to do this is if an item is stored in more than one fulfillment center
(location), and you are shifting items so that they are available in the appropriate location.

Note: This task does not change the default location for an item, which must be accomplished
through the item record. For more information on this task, refer to Edit an Existing Inventory Item
(manually).

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Search
Inventory page.

2. In the Show drop-down, select Inventory.

3. Enter any additional search criteria to locate your item, then click Search.

4. From the Inventory Search Results, locate the item and click themove link in the right-
hand column on the screen. AMove Inventory overlay displays, indicating the current
inventory item information.

a. Enter the number of items that you would like to move in theQuantity to
Move field. The max number that you can move is theQuantity Available for
Move, listed above the data entry field.

5. Select the change... link for the Destination location, and select the new location for the
item.

6. Select themove reason. Default values are listed, but additional values can be added by
your organization through field management.

7. Enter any other additional info about the move.

8. Attach Supporting Documentation by selecting Browse and choosing the appropriate
file.

9. ClickMove to complete the process.

Order Fulfillment Process

Overview
This section focuses on the order fulfillment process, which includes stockroom personnel
receiving and processing orders from requisitioners.
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Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

The Order Fulfillment Process
As explained in The Inventory Management Process, order fulfillment steps are accomplished
through individuals working in the stockroom. This might include stockroommanagers,
employees who pick items, employees who deliver items and employees who manage specialty
commodities such as gas cylinders.

The order fulfillment process begins when an order arrives into the stockroom via the approval in
the JAGGAER application. From there, the order is filled, back ordered, or canceled. Additional
activities such as replenishment ordering may occur to complete an order. Once a shipment is
delivered, the final step of the order fulfillment is verification of receipt from the requisitioner.

Note for Stockroom Personnel: If your primary job function is to work with inventory orders, you
may want to set your home page so that the Approvals page displays upon login. You can set your
specific home page by selecting your name in the top right banner and click “Set My Home Page”.

Automatic Approval of Stockroom Orders

Organizations may choose to configure an option that allows automatic approvals of a workflow
step when the approver in the step placed the order. For example, if a stockroom employee
places the order, any workflow steps in which the employee is an approver can be bypassed. This
can provide considerable time savings for approvers, especially if multiple approval steps are
required. Refer to Automatic Approvals for details.

Order Fulfillment Terminology
l Sales Orders - When a purchase order is created for one or more stockroom items, after
purchase order workflow is complete, the order becomes a Sales Order. The Sales Order is
virtually the same thing as the purchase order except sales orders are sent to the
stockroom for fulfillment. 

l Back orders - A back order occurs when someone orders an item that is not available in
inventory. It may not be available because stock has run low, the supplier has not sent the
item, or in some cases – it is not stocked, but instead only ordered when requested by a
user. When a back order is generated, it is assumed that the order will eventually be
completed – or filled – when the inventory comes in.
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l Packing Slips - A packing slip contains all the information regarding the current shipment,
including the delivery information and line item details. Line item details include what was
shipped, canceled, and back ordered. A packing slip is generated from the end user's
original order and the items allocated to that item.

l Pick list - When a user places an order for fulfillment, a pick list can be printed that shows
what the user ordered and the locations within the stockroom to "pick" the items for
fulfillment. Note: Many organizations use the packing slip as the pick list – not a separate
document.

l Order Fulfillment - This is the process by which orders placed by end users are picked,
packed, and shipped to that end user.  Fulfillment can be performed on a line item basis or
for the full order. Also, fulfillment includes options to fully or partially ship items as well as
place items on back order.

l Shipments - Each time items are shipped from the stockroom, a shipment record is
created within the system. A shipment can contain items shipped to the user, back
ordered, or canceled. Shipments are used for historical purposes to determine
what items were shipped, back ordered, or canceled. 

The Sales Order Fulfillment Screen
Sales orders arrive for processing and can be viewed and accessed from theOrders > Sales
Orders and Shipments > Fulfill Sales Order page, or viaOrders > Approvals > Sales
Orders to Approve .

Sales orders are moved through the designated steps, or folders, according to your
organization's approval process. The name of the actual folders varies. Depending on how your
workflow is configured, orders may arrive in a single shared folder or in multiple folders based on
commodities, stockroom, or other criteria.

Note: In order for stockroom employees to view orders for fulfillment, the user must be set up as
an approver. Ask your project manager or JAGGAER support which workflow steps are set up for
fulfillment and refer to "Workflow Management" in the online searchable help for additional
information.

In order to perform certain functions to an order – such as modifying allocations, creating a
shipment, or closing an order– you must first assign the order to yourself. By assigning an order to
yourself, it shows up in the top folder on the screen and is calledMy Sales Order. When an order
is in your approvals folder, no one else can access it for processing (except system
administrators).
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What’s on the approvals screen?

Below are some tips for using the approvals screen when managing fulfillment orders:

l The options available from the drop-down boxes are dependent on user permissions.
l The system remembers the last sort and filter settings. The next time you return to the
search screen, your last search (and the filters used) are saved.

l Select show/hide sales order details to view or hide additional information for each of the
orders listed in the folders. This is helpful when determining what orders should or can be
processed. By default, a summary of each order displays.

l Select the Quick View icon to see an overlay with a summary of the sales order
information.

l Sales Order No. displays as the first column for the order(s) listed. Select the number to
open the Sales Order.

l PO No. indicates the purchase order number for the sales order.
l Department indicates the department of the user submitting the requisition.
l Date/Time The date and time the sales order was created. Keep in mind, this is not the
date the requisitioner placed the order.

l Owner is the username of the original requisitioner.
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l Status The status of shipment, allocations, and back orders for sales order items is shown
here. The list of sales orders can be filtered by any of these values by selecting or
deselecting options on the left side of the page.

l Fulfillment status: Sales orders are eitherOpen or Closed. Sales orders should be
in an Open status until they are fully completed.

l Allocation status: As status of Fully allocated or Partially allocatedwill display,
depending on if all or part of the items on the sales order have been allocated. If no
items have been allocated, an allocation status will not be displayed. However, you
can select to view sales orders only with Not Allocated items in the filter options on
the left side of the page. Note: Allocation is based on the quantity ordered minus the
quantity canceled; a fully allocated sales order is one where the quantity allocated is
equal to the quantity ordered minus the quantity canceled.

l Shipment status: Sales orders will display an indication of Fully shipped or
Partially shipped, depending if all or part of the items on the sales order have been
shipped. If no items have been shipped, a shipment status will not display. You can
select to view sales orders only with Not Shipped items in the filter options on the
left side of the page.

l Back order status: A status of Pending back order if items have been allocated as
pending back order. If not all items are shipped but back orders have not been
allocated as pending, a status ofWith back orderswill display. No status will
display if there are no items pending or waiting for back order allocations.

l Cancel status: The status of sales orders with any canceled items will display as
Pending Cancellations. If there are no cancellations, no cancel status will display.
However, you can select to view sales orders with No Cancellations by selecting
the filter option on the left side of the page.

l Number of line items - The number of line items contained within the sales order. Shown
only when Show sales order details... is selected.

l This sales order has notes - When this is shown in the details of a sales order, a note was
attached by the requisitioner for viewing prior to fulfillment. See the note before
proceeding with the fulfillment process.

l Enable the checkbox for a sales order to then apply an Action from the drop-down
selections above the list. After selecting an action, click the Go button. The following
options are available (depending on permissions for the user):

l Assign to My Sales Orders - This action assigns the selected sales order(s) to the
logged in user and adds them to the My Sales Orders folder for processing.

l Print Picklist - This action creates a printer friendly version of the pick list(s) for the
sales order(s) selected. Select the browser's print option to print the pick list(s) from
the printer friendly pop-up.

l Print Packing Slip - This action creates a printer-friendly version of the packing slip
(s) for the sales order(s) selected. Select the browser's print option to print the
packing slip(s) from the printer friendly pop-up.
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l Print Picklist and Packing Slip - This action creates a printer-friendly version of the
pick list(s) combined with the packing list(s) for the sales order(s) selected. Select
the browser's print option to print the combined document(s) from the printer-
friendly pop-up.

l Complete Shipment - Select this option if all shipments associated with the sales
order have been completed. This does not close the sales order.

l Close/Complete Sales Order - The selected sales order(s) are closed when this
option is selected. A sales order cannot be closed unless the quantity ordered is
equal to the quantity shipped + quantity canceled.

l Modify Allocations -To change the allocations for a sales order, e.g., quantity
allocated or inventory selected, use this action.

l Return to Shared Folder - Once work is completed on a sales order, or if no work is
to be done, select this option to return it to the shared folder from which it was
assigned.

l Forward - This action forwards the selected sales order(s) to the selected
individual.

l Add Notes To History -To add a note to the sales order's history, select this action.
l Refresh Allocations - To have the system automatically allocate inventory to the
selected sales order(s), select this action. The system allocates inventory using a
FIFO algorithm. Note:When pulled from receipts, allocations will be attributed to the
inventory location associated with the receipt.

l Assign to myself – This option is only available when viewing the sales order (not
from the list view), and moves the sales order to theMy Sales Orders folder.

Order Fulfillment Actions

Overview
This article focuses on the order fulfillment actions that are used when stockroom personnel
receive and process orders from requisitioners.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.
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View and Print a Packing Slip
Packing slips are typically created to help the stockroom personnel determine what items should
be pulled from the stockroom and where they are located. Additionally, some organizations use
the packing slip as receipt verification. When you choose to print a packing slip, the packing slip is
opened in a separate window. From this window you will print the document as you would print
any document from a browser window. A best practice is to change your orientation to landscape
format.

There are a number of ways to print the packing slip for an order, each of which is detailed below:

Printing a Packing Slip from the Sales Order approvals screen

l You can print a packing slip directly from the Approvals screen, In other words, you do not
have to open the order to print the packing slip. This allows you to print packing slips for
multiple orders at once. Select the checkbox next to the appropriate orders, then go to the
ITEMS SELECTED section near the bottom of the page and select Print Packing Slip from
the Select an action drop-down menu.

Printing a Packing Slip and Pick List together

l You can choose to print both the packing slip and pick list for an order. Select Print Picklist
and Packing slip from the ITEMS SELECTED drop-down on the Approvals page or when
the order is opened to make the selection.

Printing a Packing Slip from the order

l If you open the sales order, you can print the Packing Slip by selecting Print Packing Slip
from the Create drop-down menu.

Printing a Packing Slip as you Complete a Shipment

l A common practice is to complete the shipment at the same time as you print the packing
slip. For more information on this task, refer to the Complete Shipment and Close Sales
Order section below.
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Saved Printouts

When a packing slip, picklist or a combination of both is printed, a PDF document is generated.
The document is stored on the Printouts tab on the sales order, as shown below.

Click on the entry in the File Name field to open or download the PDF. Important: Packing slips,
picklists and combinations are often printed against sales orders for which not all line items are
available or have been fulfilled. When a PDF is created from a printout, it reflects the items that
are printed at that time. If an additional printout is performed for remaining items, an additional
PDF is generated that reflects only those items.

Assign an Order to Yourself for Processing
In order to perform certain functions to an order – such as modifying allocations, creating a
shipment, or closing an order– you must first assign the order to yourself. By assigning an order to
yourself, it displays in theMy Sales Orders folder of the approvals page. When an order is in your
approvals folder, no one else can access it for processing except system administrators or those
assigned to approve on your behalf.
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1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval.

2. There are two ways to assign orders to yourself:

l To assign a single order to yourself, click the assign icon next to the appropriate

sales order in a shared folder. If the icon is gray , the document has already been
assigned to an approver.

l To assign multiple orders to yourself, select the checkbox next to the appropriate
orders, then go to the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and
select Assign to My Sales Orders from the drop-down menu.

3. After the order is assigned to you, your name will be indicated as the Assigned Approver
in the shared folder.

4. Once an order is in yourMy Sales Orders folder, other individuals cannot perform certain
functions, such as completing shipments. To move an order out of your folder, select the
order, then select Return to Shared folder from the drop-down list.

Complete Shipment and Close a Sales Order
When a sales order is fully allocated, you can complete the shipment and close the sales order in
the same action.
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l The Leave in personal folder and Return to shared queue options apply only if the sales
order will remain open.

l Click the Print packing slips link to print packing slips.

l Selecting the checkbox next to a sales order will close the order.

This task assumes that auto-allocation has been set up, that the inventory is available for the
order, and that the user has been assigned the appropriate permissions to fulfill orders.

1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Locate the first order that needs to be filled. Click the assign icon .

3. In the Filters column, find a sales order with a Fully allocated status.
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l Select the quick view icon to see an overlay with the order details. Close the
overlay and proceed with actions from the list of sales orders.

l Select the Sales Order No link to view all information for the sales order. If you want
to go back to the list view, select the Back to Results link.

4. Open the Complete Shipment overlay:

l If you are viewing the list of sales orders, select the checkbox next to the appropriate
orders, then go to the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and
choose Complete Shipment from the drop-down menu.

l If you are viewing a single sales order document, click the Create button near the top
right corner of the page and select Complete Shipment from the drop-down menu.

5. Complete these fields in the Complete Shipments overlay:

a. Select the Print packing slips link (below or above the shipment information). The
Order - Packing Slip displays in a separate pop-up window. Print the document,
and close the window.

b. The options for Leave in personal folder or Return to shared queue relate to
where you want the sales order to display after the Complete Shipment action - in
your own My Sales Order folder or in the appropriate shared folder. These options
are only applicable for orders that will remain open.

c. Enter an optional Shipment Note.

d. Enable the checkbox to the right of each fully allocated Sales Order No. listed in the
Complete Shipments overlay. This will close the sales order. If you do not enable
this checkbox, the sales order remains open and is left in your personal folder or
returned to the shared queue, depending on the option selected.

e. Click Complete to complete the order and close it. A confirmation will display, and
the Complete Shipments overlay will close. The order will no longer be visible in
any approvals folder.

6. Fulfill/deliver the items according to your process. For example, retrieve the Packing Slip
from the printer, pick the items from the stockroom, and deliver the items to the shopper.

7. The requisitioner should either sign the packing slip or have some other form of receipt
validation.
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8. To confirm the status of the sales order, you can search for the sales order and select the
sales order number to open details. Select the Status tab, and note the different status
indications (if your organization chooses to display these values on the sales order
document).

Note: The task above is for fully allocated orders only, meaning that the sales order will be
fully shipped with no outstanding items. If you are working with a sales order that cannot be
completed because some items are pending back order or cannot otherwise be shipped, do
not check the checkbox for the sales order in the Complete Shipments overlay, as this will
result in an error since the document cannot be in a closed status.

Sales Order Revisions
Organizations have the ability to create revisions to sales orders that have completed workflow.
The revision can be triggered by revisions made to a related PO order or by changes made to the
sales order itself.

Note: Sales order revisions are reflected in the supplier portal.

Sales Order Revisions from a Revised PO

When a PO revision is made to a purchase order with a related sales order, the revision is synced
with the sales order and all details are carried over. This includes document, level, and line item
changes. The sales order revision is created automatically when the PO revision is finalized. The
system automatically creates the sales order revision, and it is logged on the Revisions tab on
the sales order. Revisions that resulted from a PO are indicated by the nameModified by PO
revision on the Revisions tab. Click a link in the Revision No. column to view a revision.
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Note: There is a notification preference available that will send a notification when a sales
order is revised from a PO revision. Enable the Sales Order Revised by Purchase Order
(Notification Preferences > Supplies Manager).

Revisions on the Sales Order

Inventory Management users can make changes on the sales order (shipping information, billing
information, delivery options, etc.) and create a revised sales order document with those
changes. In this case, however, the revised details must be finalized on the sales order in order
for the revision to be created.

You must have the Finalize Sales Order Revisions (Permission Settings > Orders > Sales Order
Fulfillment) permission to finalize a revision.

1. Access and open the appropriate sales order.

2. Make updates as necessary.

3. Click the Create button in the top right corner of the sales order select Finalize Revision.

4. In the Finalize Revision overlay, enter a name and optional description for the revision.
Note: The value in the Name field will display for the revision on the Revisions tab.

5. Click Save.

The revision is logged on the Revisions tab, and reflects the name and description entered when
you finalized the revision. Click a link in the Revision No. column to view a revision.

Revision History

The History tab logs the revision history and the changes that resulted from the revision.
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Cancel Items on an Order
Occasionally you may need to cancel items in a sales order. You can cancel specific items, or part
of items by modifying the allocations.

Note: If there are no shipments against a sales order, the entire order can be canceled. See
the Cancel an Entire Sales Order section below for additional information. You can also
cancel unshipped line quantities on a sales order without having to modify allocations.
Please see Cancel Unshipped Line Quantities on a Sales Order below for additional
information.

You must have the Close/Complete Sales Order permission (Permission Settings > Orders >
Sales Order Fulfillment) to perform this task.

1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Assign the order to yourself. An order must appear in theMy Sales Orders folder in order
to be canceled.

3. You can partially cancel or fully cancel each of the items on the order. There are two ways
to access the screen to perform this function:
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l When viewingMy Sales Orders, select the checkbox next to the order, then go to
the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and chooseModify
Allocations from the drop-down menu.

l Click the sales order number from the list ofMy Sales Orders to open the order,
then click the Allocations tab.

4. In the Pending Cancellation column, enter the quantity for the item that you would like to
cancel. You can perform this to one or more items in the order. To cancel the entire order,
enter the values for all remaining quantities.

5. Click Save. If there are no outstanding shipments (allocated items or canceled items), it is
recommended that you complete and close the order. See the Complete the Shipment
and Close the Order section above for more information.

Cancel Unshipped Line Quantities on a Sales Order
Sales order approvers have the ability to cancel unshipped line quantities on a sales order. This
feature allows you to cancel the unshipped quantities without having to modify allocations, as is
the normal method for canceling sales order items.

You must have the Close/Complete Sales Order permission (Permission Settings > Orders >
Sales Order Fulfillment) to perform this task.

1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Assign the order to yourself. An order must appear in theMy Sales Orders folder in order
to be canceled.

3. Make sure the Summary tab is open.

4. Check the checkbox next to each line for which you would like to cancel unshipped items.

5. Click drop-down menu next to the actions icon located above the line item section and
select Cancel Unshipped Quantity.

6. The quantities are canceled and a confirmation message displays. On the Allocation tab,
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canceled quantities are reflected in the cancel boxes for each line.

7. Use the Complete Shipment document-level action to approve the change. Once the
Complete Shipment action is taken, the document completes the workflow step if all lines
are completely accounted for on shipments.

Cancel an Entire Sales Order
An entire sales order can be canceled, as long as there have been no shipments against it. When
a sales order is canceled, item allocation and backorder counts are automatically updated for the
impacted receipts and physical inventory of each item on the sales order.

Note: If a sales order has shipments against it, and can therefore not be canceled, you may
still be able to partially cancel or fully cancel line items. Please see the Cancel Items in a
Sales Order and Cancel Unshipped Line Quantities on a Sales Order sections for
additional information.

You must have the Close/Complete Sales Order permission (Permission Settings > Orders >
Sales Order Fulfillment) to perform this task.

1. Navigate toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order
documents for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders
to which you are assigned approval access.

2. Assign the order to yourself. An order must appear in theMy Sales Orders folder in order
to be canceled.

3. Open the order.

4. Click the Create button near the top right corner of the order and select Cancel from drop-
down menu. An overlay displays.

5. In the Cancel Sales Order overlay, enter a reason for the cancellation (optional), and click
Save Changes. Cancellation of the sales order is complete.

Once a sales order is cancelled, it is removed from the My Sales Order folder. Cancelled sales
orders will display in sales order document search results with a status of Cancelled.
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Process Back Orders
Back orders are automatically created when inventory is not available in stock. In most cases, you
will want to place a replenishment order for the back order, and when the inventory is received,
create a new shipment for the order and deliver the goods to the user. Other considerations for
back orders:

l If you or the requisitioner cancels part of the order (perhaps the amount on back order),
you will need to modify the allocations appropriately. You will remove the pending back
order amount and “reassign” it as the canceled quantity.

l If the back order quantity is incorrect (for whatever reason), you will need to update the
quantity manually.

l Make sure that stockroom personnel have the appropriate notifications enabled. You
should receive a notification when replenishment orders arrive that can be used to fill back
orders.

l If you have an order awaiting back order replenishment, it is recommended to return the
order to the shared folder for processing so that other users can process remaining
quantities if needed.

This task assumes that a back order has been created and inventory has been received to fill the
back order. A previous shipment may or may not have been created.

1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Assign the order to yourself. An order must appear in theMy Sales Order folder to process
back orders.

3. Depending on the organization and stockroom configurations, inventory may be
automatically allocated at the point it is received. You can refresh allocations for an order in
two ways:

l When viewingMy Sales Orders, select the checkbox next to the appropriate order,
then go to the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and choose
Refresh Allocations from the drop-down menu.

l Click the sales order number from the list ofMy Sales Orders to open the order,
then click the Create button near the top right corner of the order and select
Refresh Allocations from drop-down menu.
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4. Assuming the inventory is available and the back order no longer exists, the next step is to
create a shipment to fulfill the back ordered portion of the order.

a. Click the Create button near the top right corner of the order and select Complete
Shipment from the drop-down menu. A Complete Shipments overlay displays.

b. Select the Print packing slips link (below or above the shipment information). The
Order - Packing Slip displays in a separate pop-up window. Print the document,
and close the window.

c. The options for Leave in personal folder or Return to shared queue relate to
where you want the sales order to display after the Complete Shipment action - in
your own My Sales Order folder or in the appropriate shared folder. These options
are only applicable for orders that will remain open.

d. Enter an optional Shipment Note.

e. Enable the checkbox to the right of each fully allocated Sales Order No. listed in the
Complete Shipments overlay. This will close the sales order. If you do not enable
this checkbox, the sales order remains open and is left in your personal folder or
returned to the shared queue, depending on the option selected.

f. Click Complete to complete the order and close it. A confirmation will display, and
the Complete Shipments overlay will close. The order will no longer be visible in
any approvals folder.

5. Fulfill/deliver the items according to your process. For example, retrieve the Packing Slip
from the printer, pick the items from the stockroom, and deliver the items to the shopper.

6. The requisitioner should either sign the packing slip or have some other form of receipt
validation.

7. To confirm the status of the sales order, you can search for the sales order and select the
sales order number to open details. Select the Status tab, and note the different status
indications (if your organization chooses to display these values on the sales order
document).

Modify Allocations for an Order
You can modify quantities for items in a sales order: the allocated quantity, the back ordered
quantity, and the canceled quantity.

The allocated and back order quantities are typically populated by default and should only be
updated if there is a discrepancy between what the system indicates versus what is actually
available.
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1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Assign the order to yourself. An order must appear in theMy Sales Orders folder in order
to modify allocations.

3. You can change the allocations for each of the items on the order. There are two ways to
access the screen to perform this function:

l When viewingMy Sales Orders, select the checkbox next to the appropriate order,
then go to the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and choose
Modify Allocations from the drop-down menu.

l Click the sales order number from the list ofMy Sales Orders to open the order,
then click the Allocations tab.

4. Make the necessary updates to each of the items in the following columns:

l The Allocated column indicates the number of items currently allocated. If this
number does not match what is available, update the quantity.

l In the Pending Backorder column, enter the quantity for the item that you would like
to place on back order. The current number of items back ordered is shown in
parenthesis.

l In the Pending Cancellation (Cancelled) column, enter the quantity for the item
that you would like to cancel. The current quantity canceled is shown in parenthesis.
You can perform this to one or more items in the order. To cancel the entire order,
enter the values for all remaining quantities.

5. Click Save. If there are no outstanding shipments (allocated items or canceled items), it is
recommended to complete a shipment and close the order. 

Refresh Allocations for an Order
Occasionally you may want to refresh your allocations to provide a better picture of any orders
that can be filled based on received inventory. This is common when dealing with back orders.
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1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders to Approve to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Assign the order to yourself. An order must appear in theMy Sales Orders folder in order
to refresh allocations.

3. Depending on the organization and stockroom configurations, inventory may be
automatically allocated at the point it is received. When allocated automatically from a
receipt, inventory location will reflect the information from the receipt. You can refresh
allocations for an order two ways:

l When viewingMy Sales Orders, select the checkbox next to the appropriate order,
then go to the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and choose
Refresh Allocations from the drop-down menu.

l Click the sales order number from the list ofMy Sales Orders to open the order,
then click the Create button near the top right corner of the order and select
Refresh Allocations from drop-down menu.

4. The system will auto-allocate any items for orders if inventory is available. Processing on
these orders can begin. Refer to the Complete Shipment and Close a Sales Order
section for details.

Forward a Sales Order
Occasionally, an approver may decide that a different individual is a more appropriate approver
for a particular order.  Forward is a function provided in the workflow process with which a
document can be sent to a different approver for review.

Note: The substitute function is recommended if you will be unavailable or do not want to
handle orders for a specified time period normally assigned to you. See the Assign a
Substitute Approver for Sales Orders section below for more information.

1. Go toOrders > Approvals > Sales Orders for Approval to see sales order documents
for approval. You will see your own approval folder, as well any approval folders to which
you are assigned approval access.

2. Select to forward the sales orders either of these ways:
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l When viewingMy Sales Orders, select the checkbox next to the appropriate order,
then go to the ITEMS SELECTED section at the bottom of the page and choose
Forward from the drop-down menu.

l Click the sales order number from the list ofMy Sales Orders to open an order,
then click the Create button near the top right corner of the order and select
Forward... from drop-down menu.

3. Upon selecting to Forward the document, a User Search overlay displays. Enter criteria to
search for users, and click Search. You do not have to enter any criteria to search all users
eligible to approve the sales order.

a. Click the [select] hyperlink for the appropriate user.

b. In the Forward overlay, enter a Forward Reason, if desired.

c. Click the Forward button.

Assign a Substitute Approver for Sales Orders
1. In the event that an approver is unavailable, another approver can be designated as a

substitute to process the orders. The substitute is able to review documents routed to the
original approver. Substitutes can be assigned to a single approval folder or all approval
folders the user is responsible for reviewing. Additionally, substitutions can be stopped at
either the folder level or for all folders.

2. Go toOrders > Approvals > Assign Substitute Approvers-Sales Orders.

3. Select Fulfillment as the Type of document in the left filter option.

4. You can choose to assign a substitute to all, one, or many folders. For all options, an
Assign Substitute overlay displays.

l To assign a substitute for all of your workflow folders, click the Assign substitute
to all Fulfillment Folders button.

l To assign a substitute for a specific folder, click the Assign button on the folder
row.

l To assign tomultiple folders, enable the checkbox for the appropriate folders, and
select Assign Substitute to Selected Folders from the Substitution Actions drop-
down button above the folder list.
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5. In the Assign Substitute overlay, enable the Include Date Range for Substitution if you
want to define a date range for when the substitution will be in effect.

l With this option enabled, you will enter a Start Date and End Date.

l If you do not enable this option, the substitution will take effect upon saving the
assignment, and is removed only when you remove the assignment.

6. In the Substitute Name field, begin entering a user name, or select the list icon for a User
Search overlay. Enter the criteria to locate the approver, then click Search. Click the
Select button for the appropriate approver.

7. When the Substitute Name and Date Range (if enabled) are configured, click the Assign
button. The Substitute is indicated on the Assign Substitute Approvers page. The
selected substitute will be indicated on the approvals screens immediately or at the
configured start time.

8. You can stop a substitution for all, one, or many folders. For all options, an Assign
Substitute overlay displays.

l To remove substitution for all of your workflow folders, click the End substitute for
all Fulfillment Folders button.

l To remove a substitute for a specific folder, click the Remove button on the folder
row.

l To remove a substitute frommultiple folders, enable the checkbox for the
appropriate folders, and select Remove Substitute from Selected Folders from
the Substitution Actions drop-down button above the folder list.

Receiving Physical Inventory

Overview
After inventory items are added into the system, physical inventory is typically added. Physical
inventory is set up initially, then added whenever replenishment orders are received into the
stockroom.

Physical inventory can be added into the system in a few different ways. Before adding physical
inventory, the inventory item record must be created –either manually or through an import
process. The methods of adding inventory include:
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l Accessing the inventory record and receiving inventory manually.
l As you are receiving items from a replenishment order, receiving it into your inventory.
l Importing physical inventory through a bulk process. This method is typically used during
implementation to get your first accurate “count” of inventory.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Receiving Physical Inventory via the Item Record
Physical inventory can be added into the system by accessing the item record. This method of
receiving allows you to receive inventory one item at a time and is only applicable when a
replenishment order has NOT been placed via the JAGGAER application. This method of receiving
is oftentimes used for testing purposes also, but whenever possible, it is recommended to add
your items directly from the replenishment Purchase Order.

Note: Inventory can be decremented and incremented due to normal cycle counting and
returns/cancellations. These types of adjustments should be handled in a different manner than
described above. Refer to Making Adjustments to Physical Inventory Manually for more
information.

This goal of this task is to demonstrate receiving inventory for a single item into the system when
a replenishment order is not used.

Access the inventory item record. There are two ways to do this, and is detailed in the following
task:

1. Access the Inventory Item Record. Receive the inventory via the Adjust/Receive overlay,
or on the Physical Inventory tab for the item.

2. Click the Receive Inventory button.

3. Enter information about the physical inventory receipt:
a. Select the Fulfillment Center from the drop-down box. By default, it should

be the fulfillment center associated with the item.
b. Click the select location… link to indicate where the items will be stored in

your stockroom. Once a location selection is made, the selection displays on
the screen. To change the location, click change.

c. Enter the quantity of items being received. This is a required field and whole
numbers must be entered.
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d. Enter the Unit Cost, which represents how much each item cost your
organization. For example, if you ordered 10 widgets for $20, then the Unit
Cost is $2. This is a required field. This information is used to determine the
price charged to customers based on the costing method selected (FiFO,
Fixed price, etc.). When creating or adjusting an inventory receipt, amounts
entered in a currency other than the organization’s base currency will be
converted to the base currency.

e. By default, the Receipt date is today’s date, but can be updated with a
different date if needed.

f. Expiration Date is used to identify the item’s expiration.
g. Lot Number is an optional field that is used to indicate the lot number for the

items being received.

4. Click Receive Inventory to create a receipt and add the inventory to your system. A
validation window displays.

5. Click Close. The receipt is now listed in the Receipts table.

Note: As of 21.3, it is possible to automatically generate PO receipts in response to shipment
activity for both advance shipping notices and inventory shipments. The necessary settings
can be configured at the organizational level, the supplier level, and the individual supplier
fulfillment center level. Contact JAGGAER to enable this feature.

Receiving from a Replenishment Order
Stockroom personnel responsible for placing replenishment orders can receive the order into
your financial system and into your inventory. This process allows you to quickly and easily add
items that were ordered via the JAGGAER application into physical inventory. Once you have
received your items from the vendor, the system will be updated with the receiving information.
See Replenishment Ordering for more information.

This goal of this task is to demonstrate receiving inventory from a replenishment order. This
includes receiving both from the financial perspective and receiving - or adding – the items to
your inventory. This task assumes you have a purchase orders for inventory items that need to be
received and accounted for. You must have the Create / View Receipts permission to perform
this task.

Note: If an inventory item is not associated with an item that you ordered from replenishment, you
have the opportunity to create this relationship upon receiving the item.

1. Locate and open the purchase order with items you are receiving. Refer to "Searching for
Documents" in the Site Essentials Handbook or online searchable help or select to view
My Recent Purchase Orders from the drop-down below your user name.

2. Select Create Quantity Receipt from the actions drop down and click Go. The draft
receipt is displayed with the line item details.
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3. Any line items marked for replenishment will automatically have an Add to Inventory
option displayed and enabled.

4. Enter the appropriateQuantity, and ensure the Line Status is selected as Received.

5. Click Save Updates.

6. If appropriate for the items, select the Commodity Receiving tab to modify receipt details
prior to completing the process

a. Enter a number of Stocked Units appropriate to the item. For example, if the
item you ordered was a box of 50 pens, but you intend to make them
available individually, you will indicate 50 stocked units.

b. Select a different Fulfillment Center or Location, if appropriate.
c. Enter an Expiration Date or Lot Number, if appropriate.
d. A per item cost is calculated according to your organization configurations.

You may manually edit the value in the Per Item cost (Add TS&H) field.
e. Click Save Updates.

7. When all edits are complete, click Complete to receive items into inventory and create a
financial receipt. 

8. Depending on the organization and stockroom settings, once the receipt is completed,
items are automatically allocated to back orders.

Note: As of 21.3, it is possible to automatically generate PO receipts in
response to shipment activity for both advance shipping notices and inventory
shipments. The necessary settings can be configured at the organizational
level, the supplier level, and the individual supplier fulfillment center level.
Contact JAGGAER to enable this feature.

Importing Physical Inventory
During implementation, after your inventory items have been added to the site, you will want to
upload your initial physical inventory. Although you can do this item-by-item, it is highly
recommended to import your initial physical inventory data through a bulk process. Occasionally
you may need to use this import process later, especially if you are adding additional stores or
stockrooms.

The fields available for import include:
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l Part Number - The item's part number.
l Packaging UOM - The Unit of Measure for the inventory item. Examples include 1/EA,
12/BX, 100/CS, etc.

l Product Size - If appropriate, the size of the item. Not all products will have size
information.

l Color - The item's color, if important for the user making a buying decision.
l Location Internal Name - Indicate the internal name for the location where the inventory
item is stored.

l Quantity - Enter the number of the item available. This is separate from the Packaging
UOM.

l Unit Price - This value may be calculated by your organization's configurations. However,
you can manually enter a value for the unit price.

l Unit Price Currency - USD or other currency for the unit price.
l Expiration Date - If appropriate, enter an expiration date in the format xx/xx/xxxx.
l Lot Number - If appropriate, indicate the Lot Number.
l Minimum Inventory Level- The lowest recommended level of inventory for the item.
l Maximum Inventory Level - The maximum recommended level of inventory for the item.
l Reorder Point - The point at which reordering is recommended.
l Economic Order Quantity - The ideal number of items that should be ordered at once.
l Cycle Count Interval - Frequency of performing item cycle counts for the fulfillment
center.

l Pricing Model - Valuation method for the item; Fixed, First In/First Out (FIFO) or Average.
l Markup % - Markup % to be used in the valuation (if FIFO or Average is the value in the
Pricing Model field).

Download the Physical Inventory Template

1. Go to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Import Inventory Information.

2. From the left side of the screen, locate the Inventory/Receipt Import Template. Click the
Click to download… link.

3. It is recommended to save, then open the file in Excel. From there, you can make edits or
review the data.
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Update the Physical Inventory Template

1. Open the template file using Excel. The file is a .txt file, but you can open it in Excel and
make updates from there.

2. There are a number of columns in the system. You cannot move or delete any of these
columns, but they can be hidden while you are working.

Note: In the following columns, replacing the values in a cell with [DEFAULT]will
remove the overridden values currently assigned to the item and replace them with
"default" values (i.e., similar to un-checking an override and saving in the application):
Minimum Inventory Level, Maximum Inventory Level, Reorder Point, Economic Order
Quantity, Cycle Count Interval, Pricing Model, Markup %, Consumption Period,
Consumption Rate During Period.

3. After all items have been updated, save the file in a .txt format.

For organizations using fulfillment center-based inventory parameters - If an item is associated with a
fulfillment center, and that item is included in the file multiple times for different locations, then
the inventory parameters included in the last entry for that item in the import file will take priority
over the previous entries.

In the example below, if each of Locations 0110, 0111, and 0112 are associated with the same
fulfillment center, that item’s “Inventory / FC Configuration” for that Fulfillment Center will be set
to an EOQ of 5 and a Cycle Count Interval of 60. There is no way to define unique Location-based
parameters.

Validate the Import File

1. Go to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Import Inventory Information
page.

2. From the left side of the screen, make the following selections:
a. Choose the Supplier/Catalog from the drop-down box.
b. Select Add Inventory as the Import type.
c. Select Validate from the Action drop-down box.
d. Enter the Description of the import file. Make the description useful in

understanding your purpose for the file.
e. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field. The file must
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be in a .txt format.

3. Click the Submit button. The import file displays on the right side of the screen

4. If there are any issues, they will be listed on the right side of the screen. These issues
should be corrected before importing the data.

Import an Updated File

1. It is assumed that the file has been validated. After the file is validated and found to be
without errors or warnings, click the Click to import… link under the file name in the
Recent Activity table.

2. A validation window displays. Click OK. The data will be updated and the import can be
tracked via item history.

Adjusting Inventory Quantities
There may be times when you have to make manual adjustments to physical inventory. For more
information, see Making Adjustments to Physical Inventory Manually.

Replenishment Ordering

Overview
Replenishment ordering is a key component of proper inventory management. The more
organized and automated that the replenishment process is, the more efficient a stockroom
becomes.

Replenishment refers to the process of restocking internal inventory maintained in the stockroom.
This process includes the actual ordering component (determining what should be ordered, how
much should be ordered, and from what supplier), along with the receiving component (updating
inventory quantities and filling any applicable back orders).

It is highly recommended to not only gather replenishment data (i.e., what needs to be ordered),
but to create replenishment orders through the JAGGAER application. This allows you to quickly
and easily associate third-party items with inventory items and receive inventory easily.

A replenishment order is typically generated out of the Replenishment report, which tells you
which items from which suppliers should be ordered. Occasionally, items may be ordered without
using this report, and in this case, we recommend checking the replenishment order checkbox in
the cart to indicate the purpose of the order.
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The application provides information that allows stockroom personnel to determine what items
need to be ordered from what suppliers. You can also add replenishment items to your cart
directly from this screen.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Using the Replenishment Report
The Replenishment search is used to determine what items need to be ordered. This report is
generated from the Search Inventory page and looks at the current levels of the items, any items
currently in process (a requisition) or back ordered, and recommended levels for the stockroom
(min/max, etc.).

1. Go to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Search Inventory. 

2. From the Show drop-down box, select Replenishment.

3. Enter information to restrict your results by additional criteria for the replenishment results.
a. Enter a Keyword, Manufacturer, Part number, or UPC information to locate

a specific item or group of items for replenishment.
b. Select the Supplier if your organization is using more than one stockroom.
c. Select the appropriate Fulfillment Center if your organization has more than

one fulfillment center available.

4. Select a specific Report Type, or select All.

5. If desired, select which Preferred Replenishment Supplier (third-party supplier) items
you would like displayed in the replenishment report. If the desired supplier is not
displayed, click themodify replenishment supplier list link to add suppliers to the list.

a. If you do not want a supplier in the report, select the checkbox for the
supplier, then click the Remove Supplier button.

b. If you would like to add a supplier that is not on the list, click the Add
Supplier button and make your selection.

6. Click Search after the criteria is entered for replenishment report. The list of items displays
at the bottom of the screen.

7. From the search results screen, you can add items to your cart, sort by supplier, catalog #,
etc., and associate an item with a third-party item.

a. Select Request Export to export the information to a spreadsheet.
b. Select show details to see additional information for each of the items. Click

hide details to return to the summary view of items.
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Place a Replenishment Order
A replenishment order is used to fill low or empty stock in your stockroom. It is highly
recommended to use the Replenishment report to generate the information needed to place a
replenishment order, but this is not required. You can also indicate that the order is for
replenishment purposes on the cart.

In the Replenishment Report results, you can associate a supplier with a stockroom item for
easy replenishment ordering. When show details is selected, you can view the stocking details,
which determine the default quantity to be ordered.

List View
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Detailed View

1. Use the replenishment report to determine what items need to be ordered. Refer to the
Using the Replenishment Report section above for more information.

2. Go through the report and evaluate what items you would like to order. You can sort the
information by supplier, by catalog #, or any other field that has an arrow in the column
header.

3. For items that already have an association with a third-party item, the system displays the
supplier from which the item can be ordered and a default amount based on the
configurations for the supplier. The amount can be changed.

4. After entering the quantity, click the Add to Cart button. When an order has been placed,
the order information will be found in the report (as shown in the first two items displaying).
When the item is received, it will no longer be visible on the report.

5. After all the items that you would like to order have been added to your cart, click on the
cart in the upper right-hand corner of your screen. Depending on your
shopping configurations, you may be given the option to View My Cart or Checkout.
Select View My Cart.

6. Before submitting your cart, you will want to validate all of the information including custom
fields, addresses, and more.

7. Select Proceed to Checkout or select the Advanced Checkout option, depending on
your organization and user configurations. If necessary, expand the line item details.

8. The Replenish stock checkbox should be enabled for this item and all other items. This is
on by default for all orders derived in the replenishment report. Note: Your organization
must have this field configured to show in the cart/requisition.
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9. Submit the order. When the order is received, it will be marked as an order for your
stockroom and can be received automatically into inventory.

Link Inventory Items to Third-Party Items
In order to make replenishment ordering as efficient as possible, you will want to create formal,
tracked associations between your inventory items and third-party items so that repeat ordering
is easy and quick. After items are associated, the link exists until a new one is established.

1. To link an item from the replenishment report:
a. Use the replenishment report to determine what items need to be ordered.

Refer to the Using the Replenishment Report section above for more
information.

b. Go through the report and evaluate what items you would like to order that
do not have an associated item. This is indicated by the associate item link.

c. Click the associate item link. You are directed to the Physical Inventory >
Replenishment Link Configuration tab of the item record on the Contracts
> Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog Items page.

d. Proceed to Step 3.

2. To link an item when viewing the item record:
a. Search and select the appropriate item. Refer to Accessing the Inventory

Item Record for details.
b. Select the Physical Inventory > Replenishment Link Configuration tab for

the item.
c. Proceed to step 3.

3. To associate a hosted catalog item from a third party supplier: Click new link to a non-
catalog item to link an inventory item with an item that is ordered from a hosted catalog.
The most likely results will display. Click Expand to refine search to use additional criteria
in searching for the appropriate item. Click the Select hyperlink for the appropriate item.
The new association displays in the item record.
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4. To associate a non-catalog item from a third party supplier: Click new link to a catalog item
to link an inventory item with a non-catalog item. From the non-catalog form, select the
supplier and enter all the required data including a default number for ordering, then click
Save and Close. The new association displays in the item record.

5. If you would like to change any details about the stocked unit, select the edit hyperlink.
Enter an appropriate value in the Stocked Units field. For example, if you are ordering 10
packs of 25 legal pads, you may want to provide them to stockroom customers individually.
Therefore, instead of 10 stocked units, you would have 250 stocked units.

6. To link an item through an import - The Catalog Replenishment Links import type allows
replenishment links for catalog items to be added or updated in the application through a
bulk import. See the Inventory Management Import Guide for more information. It can be
downloaded from the Import Inventory Information page (Inventory > Manage Inventory
and Locations > Import Inventory Information).

Automatic Replenishment Orders when Importing Purchase
Orders
Replenishment orders can be automatically created from imported purchase orders. When this
feature is activated, a received receipt import message will cause the site to automatically
generate an inventory receipt as well as an accounts payable receipt. The inventory receipt will
be created using the replenishment link data associated with the PO and the default location for
the item being stocked.

1. To enable automatic replenishment orders - When creating or editing a purchase order,
set the Replenish Stock flag to True. 

2. To disable automatic replenishment orders – When creating or editing a purchase order,
set the Replenish Stock flag to False.

Cycle Counting and Yearly Inventory

Overview
Cycle counting allows an organization to determine if there are any discrepancies between item
quantities in the system and actual quantity. Cycle counts are critical for both financial and asset
management purposes.
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In Inventory Management, cycle counting represents annual inventory counting and interval
counting for items. Typically, there is at least one event per year where all items are counted to
verify the data in the system is accurate to determine any variances between the system and the
shelves. Many organizations also perform periodic checks on certain items or commodities. For
example, “A” items may require cycle counting every 10 days, while “B’” items may only require
counting every 60 days. An item’s cycle count frequency is typically determined by its overall
value, throughput, and other factors.

You can perform cycle counting directly through the application or by importing and exporting
data.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Cycle Count Setup
Annual counting requires no setup. Run the cycle count at the appropriate time and the system
will be marked accordingly.

Interval counting can be set up for the entire stockroom or for select items. For additional details
on fulfillment center settings, see Set Up Stockrooms. For additional details on editing inventory
item information, see Edit an Existing Inventory Item (manually).

The Cycle Count Interval field is used to indicate how frequently you would like to perform cycle
counts for the fulfillment center. The day this setting is enabled is considered Day 1 and a cycle
count is due.  The next count is based on when you actually counted, not from the activation day.

Configure Cycle Count Interval by Fulfillment Center

1. Go to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier.
a. Search for the supplier. Once results display, apply additional filters as

necessary to refine your search criteria.
b. Select the supplier that you would like to update. The supplier profile

displays.

2. Select to expand the Contacts and Location section, then select the Fulfillment Centers
page. Select the appropriate Fulfillment Center from the list.

3. Select the Physical Inventory tab and then the Configuration sub-tab.
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4. For the Cycle Count Interval (days) field, enable the checkbox for Override Default
Values. Enter how frequently you would like to perform cycle counts for the fulfillment
center.

5. Select to Save your changes.

Configure Cycle Count Interval for an Individual Item

1. Go to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog Items.

2. The Item Master Search displays, which allows you to search for existing items.

3. Select the Supplier that represents your stockroom, then enter any additional criteria to
locate the item, then click Search. The item results display. Note: Wildcards are not
needed (*, etc.) when searching. The Item Master Search Results displays all items that
meet the requested criteria.

4. Locate the item you would like to view and click the Product Description to open the item.

5. Click the Physical Inventory sub-tab and the Inventory/FC Configuration sub-tab. 

6. Select a specific Fulfillment Address, or select to apply the configuration to all Fulfillment
Addresses for this item by selecting Default Settings for this Supplier.

7. For the Cycle Count Interval field, enter how frequently you would like to perform cycle
counts for the fulfillment center. If you are overriding default values, you will first need to
enable theOverride Default Values checkbox.

8. Select to Save your changes.

The Cycle Count Search
The first step in performing a cycle count, performing yearly inventory, or just looking to see
what’s coming up for counting is to use the cycle count search. This task generates a list of items.
From there, you can review the data, print out count sheets, or extract the information for
processing in Excel.

You must have the Inventory Administration permission to perform this task.

1. Go to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Search Inventory.

2. From the Show drop-down box, select Cycle count.

3. Select what items you would like displayed in the cycle count results. From the Include
drop-down box, select one of the options below:
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a. Select Items due for counting now if you have set up scheduled intervals
for your items. The items that display is based on the inventory setup at the
fulfillment center and item level – and based on the last count date (or
activation date for the initial time a cycle count is performed).

b. Select Items due for counting soon if you would like to see what is coming
up. Perhaps if you have some extra time, you can select this option and get
ahead. This option, just like the one above, is used if your inventory is set up
for interval cycle counting (every 30 days, 60 days, etc.).

c. Select All items if you are performing an inventory of all items in the
fulfillment center. Most organizations perform an annual count, or perhaps a
bi-annual count of all items. Select all for yearly inventory.

4. Enter and select any additional criteria for the cycle count results. The available criteria
options are shown below. Click themore search options to display this window.

a. Enter a keyword,manufacturer, part number (Catalog #), or UPC
information to locate a specific item or group of items for cycle counting.
Keep in mind, the item information is only valid for the selections made in
step 3 – meaning if you cannot find the item and Items due for counting now
is selected, it might mean that the item is not due for counting, so you’ll need
to change the selection to All items.

b. Select the Supplier if your organization is using more than one supplier – for
example, if you have three stockrooms across campus.

c. Select the appropriate fulfillment center if you organization has more than
one fulfillment center available. If nothing is selected, the system assumes
“all” is the selection.

d. Select a single location for the items to be cycle counted if you have this
information. This is a great way to count by row, by shelf, and more.

5. Click Search after the criteria is entered for the cycle count. The list of items display at the
bottom of the screen.

Print Count Sheets for Items
You can print count sheets when performing interval cycle counting or yearly inventory. When
printing counting sheets, you have a number of options, including whether or not the quantity
information is displayed (blind count), how many rows show up on the sheet, and more. Count
sheets are typically distributed to storeroom staff to use when counting the items.

You must have the Inventory Administration permission to perform this task.

Perform a cycle count search, as described in the Cycle Count Search section above.

1. Click the Print Count Sheets button at the top of the screen. ALL items in the search
results will be included in the count. Items selected do not have any effect on the print
count sheets.

2. Select options in the Print Count Sheets overlay:
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a. Enable the Hide Quantity on Hand (Blind Count) checkbox if you do not
want the quantity that the system reflects on the count sheet. If this
checkbox is enabled, theQuantity on Hand will not display.

b. Enable the Show Fulfillment Center checkbox if you would like the name of
the fulfillment center to display on the print sheets. If your organization only
has one fulfillment center or you are only working with one fulfillment center,
you probably do not want the fulfillment center displayed. This information
should be displayed if an individual might work with multiple fulfillment
centers.

c. Enter the Rows per Page to indicate how many items (rows) you would like
displayed per page. A whole number is required.

3. Click Print. A print preview window displays.

4. Select File, Print to choose the printer and print settings.

5. After the print sheets are printed out, you can distribute to the appropriate staff members,
who will enter actual values in the New Quantity box. To update your system to reflect the
new – or actual – quantity, refer to the Updating Quantities from Cycle Counts or
Marking Items as Counted sections below.

Update Quantities from Cycle Counts
After you have performed a cycle count – either for your entire inventory for part of your inventory
– you have the ability to adjust inventory quantities directly through the application. Oftentimes,
after print sheets are updated (i.e., inventory counted), you will take this information and enter
any necessary adjustments into the system.

You can also update quantities in bulk through the import function. Refer to the Importing and
Exporting Cycle Count Data section below for more information.

You must have the Inventory Administration permission to perform this task.

1. Perform a cycle count search, as described in the Cycle Count Search section above. This
search should match the one that you performed to generate the print sheets used for
counting.

2. Enable the checkbox for each item you would like to adjust or view. If you would like to
adjust or view all items on the page, enable the checkbox to select all rows to the right of
theQty on Hand column. Note: This option selects all the items on a single page; if you
want to view more items, change the Results Per Page number.

3. From the For selected items drop-down box, select Adjust Quantities, then click Go. A
Cycle Count Adjustment overlay displays.

4. In the Adjustment type field, select from Cycle Count or Annual Cycle Count to indicate
what type of counting has occurred.
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5. Optionally, enter any Notes about the adjustments. This information is captured in item
history.

6. Enter the actual quantity of the items in the New Quantity field for each item in the overlay.
You must enter a value for each item in the overlay; a blank value is invalid. When all values
are entered, clickOK.

7. The page refreshes. If you were viewing items that needed to be counted, the items you
adjusted will no longer show in the results. If you refine the search to include all items, you
will see the updatedQty on Hand, as per your adjustment, as well as the updated Last
counted on date.

8. Repeat the task for any other items needing adjustment.

Mark Items as Counted
After you have performed a cycle count – either for your entire inventory for part of your inventory
– you have the ability to mark the items as being counted – even if no quantity adjustments are
required. This is highly recommended so that you can keep an accurate track of what has been
processed in the system.  Oftentimes, after print sheets are updated (i.e. – inventory counted),
you will take this information and mark the appropriate items as counted in the system.

You can also mark items as counted in bulk through the import function. Refer to the Importing
and Exporting Cycle Count Data section for more information.

You must have the Inventory Administration permission to perform this task.

Perform a cycle count search as described in the Cycle Count Search section above. This search
should match the one that you performed to generate the print sheets used for counting. Note: It
is important that items that require quantity adjustments are not marked as counted. Refer to the
Updating Quantities from Cycle Counts section above for more information.

1. Enable the checkbox for each item you would like to mark as counted (and do not need
adjustment. If you would like to mark all items on the page as counted, enable the
checkbox to select all rows to the right of theQty on Hand column. Note: This option
selects all the items on a single page; if you want to mark more items at the time, change
the Results Per Page number.

2. From the For selected items drop-down box, selectMark as Counted, then click Go. The
Mark as Counted overlay displays.

3. In the Adjustment Type field, select from Cycle Count or Annual Cycle Count to indicate
what type of counting has occurred.

4. Optionally, enter any Notes about the adjustments. This information is captured in item
history.
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5. ClickOK to mark the item(s) as counted. All items that were selected will be marked as
counted and the updated Last counted on date. If you run the cycle count and select
Items due for counting now, these items will no longer display.

6. Repeat the task for any other items that should be marked as counted.

Import and Export Cycle Count Data in Inventory
Management
Cycle counts can be done through the user interface or you can print out all the item data, make
updates, and import the updated cycle counting data. You must have the Inventory
Administration permission to perform this task.

Export Items for Cycle Counting

Perform a cycle count search, as described in the Cycle Count Search section above.

1. Click the Request Export button at the top of the screen. ALL items in the search results
will be included in the export. Items selected do not have any effect on the export. The
Request Export overlay displays.

a. Enter a Description of the export.
b. Click Submit Request. A Request Export confirmation message displays. Go

to the export via the link in the confirmation message, or separately
(explained in next step).

2. Go to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Import Inventory Information.
The requested file displays in the Recent Activity panel.

3. The file may initially be in a Pending status. Select the Refresh this Page link to refresh
the page and see an updated status.

4. Once the request displays as Completed, select the File name to save or open the .txt file.
It is recommended to first save the file, in order to open it in Excel for easier viewing.

5. Select the Click to delete… option to the right of the file name if you no longer need the file
export.

Update the Cycle Count File

1. Open the cycle count export file (.txt format) using Excel.

2. The file contains the inventory item information, including Location Path, Location
Internal Name,Manufacturer,Mfg Part #, Part Number, Product Description, UOM,
Count Interval, andQty on Hand. These columns are for your information only. You
cannot move or delete any of these columns, but they can be hidden while you are
updating other columns.
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3. Update the following information as appropriate. You should only include items in the file
for which you are including New Quantity:

a. Last counted on: This is only valid for items that are counted by interval.
Enter a date, if it is different from the import date. If no date is entered, the
date of the import is used.

b. Last Annual Count. By default, the item will be marked as counted as this
date. If no date is entered, the date of the import is used.

c. New Quantity. Enter the actual quantity in this field. You should only include
rows in the file for which you are entering a New Quantity value.

l Blank values will be considered invalid, and you will receive a validation
error upon submitting the file. The currentQty on Handwill remain for
the item.

l If there is no update to the quantity for an item in the file, remove the
row or enter the current value for Qty on Hand, so that you will not get
a validation error for the row.

d. Note: You can enter a note about the item adjustment or count indication
here, and it displays in history.

4. After cycle count information has been updated in the file, save the file in a .txt format.

Validate a Cycle Count File

1. Go to Inventory > Management Inventory and Locations > Import Inventory
Information.

2. From the left side of the screen, make the following selections:
a. Choose the Supplier/Catalog from the drop-down box.
b. Select Cycle Count or Annual Cycle Count as the Import type. This

selection determines what date is updated by default – the last cycle count
date or last annual count date.

c. Select Validate from the Action drop-down box.
d. Enter the Description of the import file. Make the description useful in

understanding your purpose for the file.
e. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field. The file must

be in a .txt format.

3. Click the Submit button. The requested action will display in the Recent Activity panel.

4. The file may initially be in a Pending status. Select the Refresh this Page link to refresh
the page and see an updated status.

5. Once the request displays as Completed, note the results of the request. You will see a
total number of records (rows), how many records were validated, and any with warnings
or errors.
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6. If you have warnings or errors associated with the request, select the File name to save or
open the .txt file. It is recommended to first save the file, in order to open it in Excel for
easier viewing.

7. As you access the file in Excel, note the two columns for Errors and Warnings, displaying
information about issues with the submitted information. Correct the errors, save, and
validate the file. While you can choose to import a file with errors or warnings, data may not
be updated as you expected. It is important to have a validated file without errors or
warnings before proceeding to import.

Import a Cycle Count File

1. To import the file from a validation request:
a. Select the Click to import… link under the file name for the validation request

in the Recent Activity table.
b. SelectOK from the confirmation window. The status of the import is

displayed in the Recent Activity panel.
c. Once the request is completed, the imported data will be reflected in the

system.

2. To Import the file directly (not from a validation request):
a. Go to Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Import Inventory

Information.
b. Choose the Supplier/Catalog from the drop-down box.
c. Select Cycle Count or Annual Cycle Count as the Import type. This

selection determines what date is updated by default – the last cycle count
date or last annual count date.

d. Select Import from the Action drop-down box.
e. Enter the Description of the import file. Make the description useful in

understanding your purpose for the file.
f. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field. The file must

be in a .txt format.
g. Click the Submit button. The requested action will display in the Recent

Activity panel. Select the Refresh this Page link to refresh the page and see
an updated status.

h. Once the request displays as Completed, note the results of the request.
You will see a total number of records (rows), how many records were
imported, and any with warnings or errors. You may choose to download the
File to review any errors.

i. Any rows without areas will reflect updated information in the system.
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Reporting, Analysis, and Data Extracts

Overview
Inventory data can be extracted from the system for reporting and analysis purposes. The system
provides several inventory reports that can be accessed based on certain criteria. You can also
use a document search function to analyze inventory data and related information.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Inventory Reports
Advanced reporting features are provided for inventory management. The inventory reports
function differently than the reports offered in other areas of the system and provide a flexible,
user-friendly view into the data needed by administrators and stockroommanagers.

Access to the Reports

Each of these reports can be used for multiple purposes, and the data within these reports varies
significantly based on the criteria selections made.

The Inventory Administration permission is required to access the reports. The information
output from the reports is dependent on what fulfillment center(s) the user has access to. For
example, the stockroom administrator assigned to the East Campus store will only see shipment
information for that store.

Available Reports
The next few pages provide samples of the report types available for Inventory Management.
Keep in mind, the output of these reports varies greatly depending on the information that the
user request to be included. Options for refining the report results vary with each type of report.

Some reports have a default setting to generate data for the Prior Business Day. For example, if
you run the report on Wednesday, it will display Tuesday’s data. If you run the report on Sunday or
Monday, it will show Friday’s data.
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Activity Report
The Activity Report shows all major incoming and outgoing activity for the stockroom(s) (ie –
fulfillment centers) to which the user has access. The default report option is to show the Prior
Business Day. In addition to defining a different date selection, other options for generating the
report include Supplier, Keyword, Manufacturer, Part number, UPC, and by Attribute.

Item Summary Report
This report shows a snapshot of the inventory items for the stockroom(s) (ie – fulfillment centers)
to which the user has access to. The default report option is to show the Prior Business Day. In
addition to defining a different date selection, other options for generating the report include
Supplier, Keyword,Manufacturer, Part number, UPC, and Group by Attribute.
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Receipt Report
This report shows a snapshot of the inventory items that have been received for the defined date
selection. The default report option is to show the Prior Business Day. Only those items received
in the fulfillment center(s) to which the user has access will be included in the report. The receipt
# (if applicable), along with PO number is shown, along with the quantity ordered and received
and cost information. In addition to defining a different date selection, other options for
generating the report include Supplier, Keyword,Manufacturer, Part number, and UPC.
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Shipment Report
This report shows a snapshot of the inventory items that were shipped, or delivered, to users for
the selected date range. The default selection is the Prior Business Day. Only those items from
the fulfillment center(s) to which the user has access will be included in the report. The shipment
# (if applicable), along with PO number is shown, along with the quantity ordered and received,
and cost information. In addition to defining a different date selection, other options for
generating the report include Supplier, Keyword,Manufacturer, Part number, and UPC.
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Inventory Daily Value
This report shows the beginning inventory balance, the cost associated with any receipts,
shipments or adjustments, the ending balance, and the percentage of change inventory for the
defined date range. The default selection is the Prior Business Day. This valuation includes
receipts, shipments, and adjustments to inventory. The information is listed by fulfillment center.
In addition to defining a different date selection, other options for generating the report include
Supplier, Keyword,Manufacturer, Part number, and UPC.
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Inventory Valuation Summary
This report shows the starting and ending value of inventory for a defined date range. The default
selection is the Prior Business Day. This valuation includes receipts, shipments, and
adjustments to inventory. The information is listed by fulfillment center. In addition to defining a
different date selection, other options for generating the report include Supplier, Keyword,
Manufacturer, Part number, UPC, and a specific Replenishment Type (Catalog or Non-Catalog
suppliers).
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Replenishment Cycle Time Report
Replenishment Cycle Time Report – Previous Month: The Replenishment Cycle Time report
provides line level information by Purchase Order detailing the time lapse between a
replenishment PO’s first revision date and the receipt date. The default criteria is for the Previous
Month. The report is divided by supplier and will only show PO line items that are the replenish
stock type that also have a receipt. A minimum cycle time, maximum cycle time, and average
cycle time are provided for each supplier. In addition to defining a different date selection, other
options for generating the report include Keyword,Manufacturer, Part number, and UPC.

Some considerations in this report:

l The search analyzes internal catalog info, not external supplier replenishment item
information.

l You cannot perform a dropdown search by supplier, because the list of suppliers is
unknown until the report is run.
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Expired Products Report
The Expired Products report provides an easy reference list of inventory items that have
expired, along with all their potential inventory locations, for a specific date range. The default
selection is the Prior Business Day. The date filter allows you to look back to see what inventory
expired over a certain period, or forward to see what is going to expire over the next six months,
for example. In addition to defining a different date selection, other options for generating the
report include Supplier, Keyword,Manufacturer, and Part number.

No Movement Report
The No Movement report provides a list of items by Fulfillment Center where there have been no
shipments over the specified date range. The default selection is Previous 6 Months. In addition
to defining a different date selection, other options for generating the report include Item Status,
Supplier, Keyword,Manufacturer, and Part number.
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Replenishment Link Report
This report displays all the replenishment links for catalog items. The default select is to view
Catalog Supplier replenishment links. You can choose to define the report by a specific supplier,
or for Non-Catalog Supplier replenishment links.
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Replenishment Link: Catalog Suppliers

Replenishment Link: Non-Catalog Suppliers

Column Name Description

Catalog
Suppliers
Report

Non-Catalog
Suppliers
Report

StockRoomSupplier The supplier name your
organization has given the
stockroom that contains the item.

StockRoomPartNumber The part number your organization
has assigned to the stockroom
item.
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Column Name Description

Catalog
Suppliers
Report

Non-Catalog
Suppliers
Report

InventoryItemUOM The unit of measure your
organization has assigned to the
stockroom item, such as EA, PK,
etc.

InventoryItemSize The size your organization has
assigned for the stockroom item,
such as 1mL, Small, 5oz., etc.

ExternalSupplier The name of the supplier from
whom the stockroom item is
ordered. You must have the
stockroom item linked to an item
from this supplier for this value to
show.

SupplierSKU The external supplier's SKU (part
number) for the linked stockroom
item.

CatalogItemUOM The external supplier's provided
UOM for the item.

CatalogItemSize The external supplier's provided
product size for the item.

StockedUnits This is the number of units of this
item in the stockroom, as provided
by your organization.

ExternalPrice The external supplier's price for
the item.

ExternalCatalogNumber The external supplier's SKU (part
number) for the linked stockroom
item.

Requesting and Viewing Inventory Reports
Reports are available from the Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations >
View Inventory Reports page. Reports are available in a Report Type drop-down selection. With
some report types, you have the option of defining additional criteria. Once you select your report
type and define the criteria, the request displays in the Recent Activity panel.
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1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > View Inventory
Reports.

2. Select the Report Type from the drop-down list. Each report has its own set of default
criteria. Refer to the Available Reports section above for details.

3. Select the Customize link to view the default criteria, and to make any appropriate
changes for the report you need.

4. Optionally, define additional report criteria. Note: Not all selections are available for all
Report Types.

a. Enter a Description for the report. It is recommended you provide a
description that will be helpful in knowing the type of information requested,
such as Receipts for August.

b. Select a Date option in the date-drop down. The options vary with Report
Type. Refer to the Available Reports section above for details.

c. Optionally, select the fulfillment center (Supplier) for the report. If you only
have access to one fulfillment center, this option is not relevant.

d. Keyword/Manufacturer/Part number /UPC. This option allows you to
search by item description, catalog number, UPC, or manufacturer. To search
for one of these fields specifically, click themore search options link.

i. UPC – This option only displays if the more search options is selected.
Enter the UPC number for the item or items that you would like to
include in the report.

ii. Part Number – This option only displays if the more search options is
selected. Enter the Catalog number (Part number) for the item or items
that you would like to include in the report. Use commas to separate
each item.

iii. Manufacturer – This option only displays if the more search options is
selected. Enter the manufacture – ie –t he original supplier – for the
inventory item.

e. Search by Attribute and Attribute Value – These two fields work with one
another. Choose an attribute to search by, then enter the value in the text
box. For example, you may want to run a report on data for a specific custom
field value. These fields are only available for the Activity Report.

f. Group by Attribute – This selection allows you to determine how the report
is organized. Select from the attributes listed in the drop-down box. This field
is only available for the Item Summary Report.

5. Click the Submit button after entering the desired report criteria. The report name, time,
and description display on the right side of the screen in the Recent Activity section.
Select the Refresh this Page link until the report request shows as Completed.

6. The Total Records for the completed report displays. Select the File name or the Click to
download... link to view or save the file.
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Using Document Search, History, and Extracts
There are a number of different ways that you can extract your data for analysis and reporting
purposes. In many cases, you can use Document Search results on-screen report. Additionally,
you can extract various types of data to ensure that you have a clear picture of the items, physical
inventory, and orders in the system. Below is a list of ways that you can possibly use to garner the
information that you need:

l Use Document Search to view and extract to view sales orders that have come into your
stockroom. See Using Document Search to Access Fulfillment History below for
additional information.

l Use Shipment History to view and extract the orders that have been sent out to
customers, including the charges to each customer. See Shipment History below for
additional information.

l Use the Items Search to view and extract item information, including location and
inventory data. See Shopping for Inventory Items for additional information.

l Use the Inventory search to see what items are available and their locations. See
Accessing the Inventory Item Record for additional information.

l Use the Replenishment Report to view what items need to be reordered. See Using the
Replenishment Report for additional information.

Using Document Search to Access Fulfillment History
Fulfillment History allows you to search for and view sales orders sent to the stockroom. Each
purchase order sent to the stockroom generates a sales order number, which is simply a
reference number for the stockroom order. Fulfillment history allows you to see sales orders that
are in process, completed, back ordered and canceled, for specific users, for specific
departments, and more.

What sales orders you see is determined by your access and permissions. Some users are
allowed to see all sales orders, while others are restricted by department or business unit. System
administrators and stockroom personnel can typically view organization-wide history.
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Search for Sales Orders and View Results

1. Search for Sales Orders using either of these methods:

l Go toOrders > Search > Sales Orders. Simple search displays. Use the Add
Filter drop-down menu to add advanced options to the search.

l Go to Inventory > Sales Orders and Shipments > Sales Order History.
Advanced search options display by default.

2. Enter your search criteria, and select Go. Sales orders meeting the criteria are displayed.
You can adjust the number of results per page, and the way data is sorted on the page.

3. From the Search Results screen, you can perform any of the following tasks:

a. Click the Start New Search link to go back to search interface and perform a new
search. Use this button when the information displayed does not match your needs.
Select Back to Edit Search to return to the search screen with your criteria entered.
You can add to or modify the search criteria.

b. Select the quick view icon to see an overlay with the order details. Close the
overlay and proceed with actions from the list of sales orders.

c. Select the Sales Order No link to view all information for the sales order. If you want
to go back to the list view, select the Back to Approvals link

d. Click the Supplier name to view information about the supplier (your stockroom).

e. View the Refine Search Results options on the left. Select options to refine your
results.

Save Your Search

You can select to save the search if you plan to analyze the same criteria on a regular basis.

1. Click the Save Search button to save the query (search criteria entered) by providing a
name and description.

2. To view saved searches, navigate toOrders > Search > View Saved Searches and
select a folder in the left navigation to view your own and shared saved searches. Selecting
the search will execute the report based on the criteria defined in the search.

Export Search Results

You can select to export the search results into an Excel file for further analysis.
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1. Select the Export Search button. A Request Export overlay displays.

2. Enter a File Name for the export request.

3. Optionally, provide a Description for the request.

4. Select the Request Export Template. Each template contains different levels of
information. The three standard templates are:

l Screen Export: This export includes all the fields that are displayed on the page for
all documents in the search result set.

l Transaction Export: This export contains specific transaction data associated with
the sales orders in the search result set. Information is included such as billing and
shipping addresses, buyer information, custom fields, commodity codes, and much
more.

l Full Export: This export contains several different reports within the same zipped
archive. Information is broken out by custom fields, all item and document data, and
summary data.

Note: Your organization may have also configured customized templates for
exporting document information.

5. Requested exports are available on theOrders > Search > Sales Order page by
selecting the drop-down menu next to Export and going toManage Search Exports.
Select to download the .zip file, and extract the .csv file.

6. Open the .csv file in Excel for easier viewing.

For additional information on Document Search, please see in the Site Essentials Handbook or
online searchable help.

Using Shipment History
Shipment History allows you to search for specific shipments that have been sent to customers or
marked as canceled items. Shipment history is used to determine what business your
organization has done over a period of time – today, this week, this month, etc.
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1. Go to Inventory > Sales Orders and Shipments > View Shipment History. The
Shipment Search page displays.

2. Enter additional criteria as follows:

a. You can search by specific Shipment Number, Sales Order number, Purchase
Order Number, Catalog No (for the item), or Supplier (stockroom). You must
provide at least one of these criteria for a search.

b. Click the Filter button to enter additional criteria shown in the Filters section on the
page.

i. Select to searchMy Shipments or all Company Shipments.

ii. Select to view shipments based on a range of Shipment Dates or a range of
Delivery Dates. Enter the appropriate start and end dates.

iii. If you would like to filter by a specific user's shipments, click the Select User
button. Search for and select the appropriate user for the report.

iv. Select specific Shipment Line Types to view, if appropriate. Highlight one or
more values under Shipment Line Types, and select the right arrow to move
it under Include These Shipment Line Types.

c. After entering the search criteria, click the Search button. The shipment results
display.

3. Select the New Search button to go back to search interface and perform a new search.
Use this button when the information displayed does not match your needs.

4. Select the Request Export button to export the results. You may choose to export a
Screen Export, which lists the files on the page. You may also select a Transaction Export,
which provides more detailed information about the order associated with the shipment.

5. Sort by any of the columns, except Shipment Status.

6. Select the Shipment No. to open the shipment details. Select the Sales Order No. or
Purchase Order no. to open and review the corresponding document details.
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Kiosk Setup and Usage

Kiosk Setup and Usage

Overview
Inventory Management provides two ways to procure items from your stockrooms or freezer
programs. Items can be ordered and routed through workflow for fulfillment or procured through
self service checkout. The kiosk model is a great way for some organizations to enable their users
to shop and checkout.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Kiosks
The kiosk is a great tool for organizations that have unmanned stockrooms, freezer programs, or
walk-up orders.  The solution allows for inventory to be stored in a specific location where users
may procure such items and check out using a self service model.

l Using kiosk, users can purchase and receive inventory items on the spot as opposed to
ordering items through the system.

l Users can gain access to the self service kiosk interface by scanning their ID badge or
logging in with a username/password profile.

l Within the kiosk interface users can select their desired inventory items from an online
catalog of items in the stockroom, freezer, or cabinet.

l Users can select items to add to the kiosk cart by simply scanning each inventory item if
their organization utilizes barcodes. The application displays each scanned item in
succession as well as a running total of the purchases.

l As with other stockroom orders, once the kiosk order is submitted, the application
generates a Sales Order, automatically completes the fulfillment process, and generates a
financial receipt.
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As part of the charging process, the kiosk users the shopper's accounting information and applies
charges to the appropriate codes. Since item requests are not always charged to the same
account codes, as an alternative, end-users have the ability to select the desired account code
information during the kiosk checkout process. 

Kiosk Setup and Hardware
To set up a kiosk, you need a computer with internet access. Additionally, you can use a any type
of standard barcode scanner for shopping.

An option is available that allows organizations to use advanced custom field functionality from
the kiosk. By default, custom fields (such as accounting codes) are set up to not allow splits, and
not allow access to custom field values outside of the user’s profile. To allow splits and to allow
the user access to additional custom fields, a setting can be enabled on a per supplier basis.
Contact your system administrator for details.

Note: It is important to configure and save all settings for the kiosk before launching the kiosk for
the first time.

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier.
2. Enter the inventory supplier name and click Go.
3. Select your inventory supplier name from the search results.
4. Select the Fulfillment Centers tab and then select the Physical Inventory >Kiosk sub -

tab.
5. Select the appropriate Fulfillment Center from the list.
6. Select the Enable kiosk checkbox. Additional options will display.
7. Enter the Session idle timeout (sec) for the kiosk. The value provided in this field

determines the length of time (in seconds) that a kiosk session will remain active when
there is no activity. When the time limit has been reached, the application will automatically
end the kiosk session and return to the kiosk login screen. Any inventory items added to
the checkout screen are lost. Note: If no value is specified, the session will not time out.

8. Select Initial screen for the kiosk. Choose what you want users to see when initially
logging into the kiosk:

a. Catalog of inventory items screen displays a list of all supplies items stored
in that particular kiosk location. Users may scan the list for the item they have
in hand and add the item to the cart. This is most useful for those
organizations that do not utilize barcoding.

b. The Kiosk Cart screen allows users to immediately begin adding items to the
cart. This is done by scanning or manually entering barcodes, UPCs, and
SKUs.
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9. If your hardware allows, you may want to enable Touch screen mode for the kiosk. If
enabled, the kiosk will display with larger buttons and fields, to accommodate touch screen
capabilities. If the checkbox is unchecked, the kiosk will display in normal mode (i.e.
regularly sized buttons and fields).

10. Enable Printer attached if you have a printer configured or access or accessible in the
kiosk location for printing receipts. This will display the Print Receipt button after checkout
has been completed.

11. Enable Allow barcode authentication if you want to allow users to log into the kiosk by
scanning a badge id (specified in the user profile). With this option enabled, the login
screen will display an additional field, Badge ID, where users can scan their badge to gain
access to the kiosk. If left unchecked, the Badge ID field will not display on the kiosk login
screen, and users will log in providing a username and password.

12. Enable Allow user to remain logged in for additional orders to keep the user that is
signed in logged into the system. This is a good option for users who place orders for walk-
up customers.

13. Enable Auto close sales orders or complete shipments if you would like orders placed
through the kiosk to automatically close. This is used with the assumption that the items
are picked up at the time they are ordered.

14. Enable Use advanced custom fields in order to display configured accounting codes on
the kiosk, similar to how they are displayed on requisitions. The user can split and select
values from the organization list, depending on permissions. General custom fields that are
not accounting codes display above the accounting codes on the kiosk. With this setting
disabled, users will see a simple view of the custom fields. The fields will be listed vertically
on the page and will not allow for splits or access to values outside the user's personal list.
15. Enable Link to this computer to associate the kiosk and the specific computer. This

means that anytime the kiosk is accessed from the computer, the proper settings
apply. Only one kiosk configuration can be linked to a single computer at any time.
However, the same kiosk configuration can be linked to multiple machines. Once the
Link to this computer checkbox is saved as a configuration, a Launch kiosk button
will display beside this option. Clicking this button logs the user out of the main
application and launches the kiosk login screen so that users may begin using the
kiosk on that machine. Note: Complete all steps and save prior to launching kiosk
for the first time. The steps for using the kiosk are outlined in the Shopping from a
Kiosk section below.

16. Enter themaximum line quantity for kiosk orders.
17. In the Available Custom Fields section, select the appropriate custom fields for the

kiosk. The kiosk normally looks to the end-user’s default accounting information and
charges those codes for items that are taken. Selecting custom fields the kiosk
provides organizations the ability to specify which custom fields they wish to display
during the kiosk checkout process.  These fields are editable by the end-user upon
checkout.  In this manner, users may select or “free form” the appropriate account
codes to charge before the order is completed.
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l When you have selected and saved custom fields to display in the
kiosk, a section will show Displayed Custom Fields. The order of the
fields is listed, and can be edited. if you do not want to display a custom
field, disable the checkbox and Save.

18. Click the Save button after all configurations have been entered.
19. Select the Launch kiosk button to begin using the kiosk.

Shopping from a Kiosk
Shoppers cannot launch the kiosk interface. In order for shoppers to access a kiosk, a stockroom
manager or administrator must launch the kiosk interface. This will allow users to login.

The goal of this task is to procure inventory items and check out using a self service model. This
task assumes the stockroommanager has launched the kiosk, allowing users to login.

1. Login to the kiosk. Depending on the kiosk configuration, the catalog items will display, or
the ability to directly add items to the cart.

2. If catalog items are not showing, select the View Kiosk Catalog button.

3. Select a specific Supplier or Category from the Filters above the catalog items. Once
criteria is selected, click Apply.

4. Sort items by Catalog Number, Product Name, Supplier, or Category Name.

5. Add items to your cart any of the following ways:

a. For individual items, enter aQuantity and click the Add to Cart icon .
Note: The item's Available Quantity field displays the number on hand of the
item minus the number that is already allocated. If you are using the kiosk to
fulfill items from a stockroom, be sure to consult this field before dispersing
items.
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b. Select the checkbox for multiple items, enter a quantity for each, and click
the Add to Cart button at the top of results.

c. If allowed, enter or scan the Barcode/UPC/SKU from the catalog screen. 
Note: Only one barcode/UPC/SKU can be added to the cart at a time. The
scanning process automatically adds the product to the cart (the scan
incorporates the return command, thereby automatically selecting the add
button).

6. Click the View Cart button, or select your cart from the top right.

7. Review your cart items. Adjust quantities as necessary. Click the Remove button to
remove an item from the cart. You can also choose to add more items directly or to Cancel
Order.

8. When you are ready to proceed with the checkout process, click the Checkout button.

9. If enabled for the kiosk, Update Custom Fieldswill display. Select from the appropriate
account codes and general custom fields. W

l Each of the custom fields is pre-populated with the user defaults (set up in the user
profile).  If the user does not have default values set up, the fields will be blank. 

l If your organization allows advanced custom field usage in the kiosk, you also have
the option to edit the custom field value selections and use multiple codes for each
line item (through splits). Click the edit button to take advantage of this functionality.
From the pop-up window, the user can select from profile or organizational values,
similar to how the values are selected during the checkout process

10. When finished reviewing or entering custom field values, select the Continue with
Checkout button. The Kiosk Order Review screen displays, confirming custom field values
and the items to be ordered. Click the Checkout button to proceed. You can also select to
Cancel and Return to cart if you want to make additional changes to the order.

11. If you select to Checkout, the screen refreshes with buttons to Print Receipt, Continue
Shopping, or Logout. If the kiosk is not configured with a printer attached, the Print
Receipt button does not show.

12. Select Logout to complete your session. Note: you will not be able to log out until all
checkout processes are complete.

Toggling between the Standard Shopping Interface and the
Kiosk
Occasionally, a user may need to toggle between kiosk shopping and using the main shopping
interface. Kiosks do not have advanced shopping and checkout features, which some users may
need before submitting a cart. The ability to toggle between the kiosk interface and the standard
shopping experience allows users to use their current login method into the application and then
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toggle into the kiosk when needing to place kiosk orders. 

In order to perform this task, the user must have the Show Kiosk Mode Link permission enabled.

The goal of this task is to show how a user can move between the shopping interface and the
kiosk interface.

1. Navigate to the Shopping Home page.

2. To go to the kiosk, select kiosk mode on the simple/advanced search on the home page.
The link will not appear if the fulfillment centers to which the user has access do not have
any items.

3. If the user only has access to one fulfillment center, then they will be taken directly into the
kiosk for that fulfillment center (stockroom location). If the user has access to multiple
fulfillment centers, a Select a Kiosk overlay displays. Select the appropriate fulfillment
center in theOrder From drop-down list, and click Go.

4. The user is navigated to the Kiosk view. To return to the shopping interface, click the
Return link next to the user's name on the top left of the page.
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Administration

Managing Inventory Management Locations

Overview
Locations refer to the places where items are stored in stockrooms, on shelves, in buildings, in
freezers, and more. An organized location structure is recommended as a means to find and
locate items from your stockrooms.

The tasks discussed in this lesson are designed for administrators and are not applicable to end-
users.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Locations
Locations are used to identify where items are stored in your stockroom. The solution lets you
build a flexible location hierarchy with an unlimited number of levels. A location can represent any
of the following, and more:

l A store or stockroom l A room

l A row l Open areas

l A shelf l A freezer or refrigerator

l An aisle l A shelf in a freezer or refrigerator

l A section of a shelf l A stocked inventory room in a building or floor

l A sub-section of a shelf

Typically, locations are set up during implementation and only minor updates are required –
perhaps as new stockrooms are added or a current location arrangement is modified. Before
adding locations into the system, it is highly recommended to discuss your location hierarchy and
naming. Locations can be very powerful and empowering if labeling is consistent and clear in the
stockroom, but can be very confusing if not well thought out. Some things to note:
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l Inventory levels do not have to “match” within the hierarchy. For example, a location path
for one item might consist of 5 levels: Stockroom >Row A >Shelf 3 >Section B >
Container 3 and another location path might consist of 2 levels: Stockroom >Gas
Cylinder Room.

l Each inventory item that is added to the system will have a default location. Whenever
inventory is received into the system, it must be assigned to a specific location so that you
will know where the item resides and howmany of the items are available in that location.

l In order for requisitioners to shop for the items, the locations must be assigned to a
specific supplier (and fulfillment center).

Adding and Editing Inventory Management Locations
Locations can be added to manually or through an import process. Oftentimes, sub-locations are
added manually when new storage areas are created or used within a stockroom. The name of
the location can be changed and a location be made active or inactive. Location management
tasks are typically performed by a stockroommanager or system administrator.

Note: Locations cannot be moved to another part of the location tree. In order to move a
location, you must inactivate the current location and add a new location in the appropriate
area.

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Manage
Inventory Locations > Location Management. The locations tab will display by default.

2. Review the current locations by clicking the +/- signs to the left of the location names. By
expanding a top-level location, you can see the sub-locations. The active location is
indicated by the outline box and the location’s information displays on the right side of the
window as shown below. Notice that the associated fulfillment center (if any) displays in
this window.

3. Add a new location by any of the following:
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a. To add a top-level location (such as a stockroom), select a top-level location and
click the New Sibling button. Note: Typically the top-level locations match your
fulfillment center(s) for the supplier stockroom(s) you have configured.

b. To add a location on the same level as another location selected, select the New
Sibling button. On the right side of the screen, the sibling location is indicated for
validation. An example may be a list of shelves in a room. You would add the first
shelf as a child of the room, and subsequent shelves can be added as siblings of the
first shelf.

c. To add a location below the location selected, select the New Child button. On the
right side of the screen, the parent location is indicated for validation. An example of
when to use this is when adding rows for a stockroom. 

4. To edit a location, select the location on the left.

5. Configure the location:

a. Enter the Internal Name for the location. In many cases, the internal name is the
same as the display name, but you may want to have a more descriptive/longer
name for the internal name. The internal name must be unique for each location.

b. Enter the Display Name for the location. The display name is used in all references
to the location, including displaying the location hierarchy. Consider the length of
the display name and consistency in naming for abbreviations and shortened
names. Oftentimes, you may have more than one location with the same Display
Name, although the internal name will be unique. For example, you may have a
location named A1 for each shelf in different stockrooms.

c. The Associated Fulfillment Center is displayed when a supplier stockroom has
been associated with a location on the supplier profile (the catalog to which the
inventory items are loaded). This is a read-only field.

d. Enable the Active checkbox in order to use this location throughout the application.
Remove the check to disable a location that you do not want to use. If inventory
exists in a location or the location is assigned to a fulfillment center (via the supplier
profile), it cannot be de-activated and an error message will display. Locations that
are not active will not display for any end-user or stockroom activities.

6. Click the Save button after the location is added.

7. Add any additional locations (Steps 5 – 7).  Click Save for each location added or edited.
The newly added locations are visible from the Locations tree on the left side of the
screen.

Importing and Exporting Locations
Locations can be added and updated in bulk through the import and export process. The import
process is recommended if you have a large number of locations. Details of the import/export
functionality for locations:
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l For the first “set” of locations that you are adding, you will want to start by downloading the
Location Template. After populating the spreadsheet with your location name and
structure, validate the file, fix any errors if needed, then import the locations.

l It is HIGHLY recommended to validate a file before importing it. This allows you to fix any
errors or warnings prior to importing the data into the system.

l When making updates to your current locations, it is recommended to export the current
locations, make the changes, then validate and import the updated file.

l If your production locations are the same – or very similar – to those in UIT, you can export
the file from UIT, update as needed, then import the locations in production.

l The Location export is a great way to make sure there is consistency in naming and
abbreviations with locations. The exported spreadsheet allows you to view all of the
locations simultaneously.

Exporting and Populating the Locations Template

This task is designed for situations when a location structure has not been established or you are
adding a new group of locations.

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Manage
Inventory Locations > Location Management.

2. Select the import/export tab.

3. Select Click to download… link to the right of the Location template field label, and select
to Save the file.

4. Open the .txt file in Excel as a tab delimited file, for easiest manipulation. When working in
this file, the system assumes that all information is an add or update. Keep in mind:

a. Internal Name - The internal name for the location must be unique.
b. Parent Internal Name - For child locations, the internal name for the Parent must be

entered.
c. Display Name - Enter the Display name for the location. This is the value users will

see.
d. Active - If the location should not be active, enter False. If True or if the field is

empty, the location will be active.

5. If it is a top-level location, in the Parent column enter (NO PARENT)\.

6. Save the file as a text, tab delimited (.txt) file. Follow the instructions below for validating
and importing.
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Export Existing Locations

This process is typically used when modifying current location information or reviewing your
current location data.

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Manage
Inventory Locations > Location Management.

2. Select the import/export tab.

3. Select Export from the Action drop-down box.

4. Enter a Description for the export file. Make the description useful in understanding your
purpose for the file. For example: "Location export prior to adding new stockroom," or,
"Joe’s location export for naming review."

5. Click the Submit button. A message will indicate that the request was submitted
successfully.

6. Under Recent Activity on the right side of the screen, your file displays in a Pending state
(as shown below). The description of the file is shown in bold. You can select the Refresh
this page link to reload the page and see an updated status.

7. Once completed, the file is marked as Completed.

8. To save and/or view the file, select the Click to download… link or the file name. The file
name and link is only available once a file is completed. It is recommended to save, then
open the file in MS Excel. From there, you can make edits or review the data.

9. Select the Click to delete… option to the right of the file name if you no longer need the file
export.

Validating a Locations File

This task walks you through the validation process, which is recommended prior to importing your
locations data. After the problems are fixed and the validation is “clean,” you can import the file.

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Manage
Inventory Locations > Location Management.

2. Select the import/export tab.

3. Select Validate from the Action drop-down box.

4. Enter a Description for the import file. Make the description useful in understanding your
purpose for the file. For example: "Adding new freezer" or "Updating all Shelf location
names."

5. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field. The file must be in a .txt
format.
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6. Click the Submit button. A message will indicate that the request was submitted
successfully.

7. Under Recent Activity on the right side of the screen, your file displays in a Pending state
(as shown below). The description of the file is shown in bold. You can select the Refresh
this page link to reload the page and see an updated status.

8. Once completed, the file is marked as Completed. The page will display how many rows
were loaded, or had errors/warnings.

9. To review a file that had errors or warnings, select the Click to download… link or the file
name. The file name and link is only available once a file is completed. It is recommended to
save, then open the file in MS Excel. From there, you can make edits and resubmit.

10. Once you are satisfied with the validation file results, you can import the file.

Importing a Locations File

This task shows you how to import a completed, validated file. This process allows you to both
add new locations and edit existing locations

1. Go to Inventory Management > Manage Inventory and Locations > Manage
Inventory Locations > Location Management.

2. Select the import/export tab.

3. From the left side of the screen, select Import from the Action drop-down box. Note: If you
have already validated the file, you can select import... next to the completed file in the
Recent Activity panel.

4. Enter the Description of the import file. Make the description useful in understanding your
purpose for the file. For example: Adding new freezer or Updating all Shelf location names.

5. Browse and locate the file to be imported in the File Name field. The file must be in a .txt
format. Note: Make sure to validate the file before importing it.

6. Click the Submit button. A confirmation message displays that the request was submitted.

7. Under Recent Activity on the right side of the screen, your file displays in a Pending state
(as shown below). The description of the file is shown in bold. You can select the Refresh
this page link to reload the page and see an updated status.

8. Once completed, the file is marked as Completed. The page will display how many rows
were loaded or had errors/warnings.

9. To review a file that had errors or warnings, select the Click to download… link or the file
name. The file name and link is only available once a file is completed. It is recommended to
save, then open the file in MS Excel. From there, you can make edits and resubmit.

10. Successful rows from the file should now be available on the Locations page.
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Set Up Stockrooms

Overview
Many of the activities related to setting up your stockroom will be completed by JAGGAER
personnel, while others are your organization's responsibilities. In most cases, these tasks are
accomplished during implementation. Occasionally, new stockrooms are added after your initial
setup, such as the case when your organization begins managing individual supplies closets
across campus.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Stockroom Setup
The term stockroom is a generic term used to describe a building, room, or set of rooms that
contains internal items that can be ordered by requisitioners. These stockrooms might be
referred to as a store, storeroom, supplies room, or inventory warehouse. Each stockroom is set
up as a supplier. By setting up a supplier, the name of the supplier displays in the Search Results
just as any third party supplier displays.

Stockroom as a Supplier:  Setup Considerations
1. Client: Determine whether you want one or more suppliers (separate stockrooms), and the

name for each. For example, if have two primary stockrooms, one for East Campus and one
for West Campus, you would create two suppliers and name each one accordingly. An
organization can also choose to have multiple fulfillment centers for a single supplier. In
most cases, there is a 1:1 relationship between supplier and fulfillment center. An example
of when you would have multiple fulfillment centers is if you have a single supplier and ten
fulfillment centers, basically a storage closet with office supplies for each floor in the
building; each of these floors would be a fulfillment center.

2. Client and/or JAGGAER: Create the supplier in the system and enable the supplier.
Depending on any integration points, you may be able to create a supplier in the site or the
supplier may originate in a third-party system (such as Banner or Oracle), in which case the
information may either be imported or synched over. In either case, a “shell” for the supplier
must be created. Refer to Supplier Management "Overview and General Information" and
"Adding and Inviting Suppliers" in the online searchable help for more information.
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3. JAGGAER: After the supplier or suppliers JAGGAER configures the supplier to be used as
an Inventory Management supplier that will use hosted catalog data to represent your
inventory items.

4. Client: Create fulfillment center(s) and assign location).

This task assumes that locations have been configured. For more information, see Managing
Inventory Management Locations. You must have both theManage Supplier Profiles and Edit
Fulfillment Center Access permissions enabled.

Basic Supplier Information

1. If you are creating a new supplier, navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers >
Create New Supplier.

a. For organizations without advanced supplier management, the page is
refreshed with a new supplier record. If you do not have the Create New
Supplier link or the organization uses the Supplier Management, Contract
Lifecycle Management, Sourcing or Accounts Payable solutions, see "Adding
and Inviting Suppliers" in the online searchable help for additional information
on adding suppliers to the organization.

b. Enter a Supplier Name for the stockroom.
c. Proceed with entering the supplier information as indicated in Step 3.

2. If you are updating the supplier stockroom information, navigate to Suppliers >
Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier.

a. Search for the supplier. Once results display, apply additional filters as
necessary to refine your search criteria.

b. Select the supplier that you would like to update. The supplier profile
displays.

3. If the supplier should be available as a hosted catalog in product search, enable Active for
Shopping flag on the About > General page.

4. If you want the stockroom products to show in search results, but do not want the user to
have the ability to add the items to cart, you can enter instructions in the Sourcing
Instructions field on the About > General page. This will direct the user as to how to
obtain the products when they do not have the ability to add to cart. An example might be,
"Please visit Room 208 in Building D to obtain this product."

5. Review the various pages from the left navigation to properly configure the supplier. For
example, you may use a unique PO number wheel for your internal suppliers. Refer to
"Overview and General Information" in the online searchable help for more information.

6. Discuss other appropriate settings for the supplier profile, depending on your configuration
requirements and how users will access the products.
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Fulfillment Center Information
1. Select the Fulfillment Centers page. Typically, there is only a single fulfillment center that

displays by default - such as Fulfillment Center 1. The primary fulfillment center is
displayed in bold, and is the one that will be displayed by default to shoppers viewing the
stockroom products in search results (unless they have a different fulfillment center set as
their preferred)

2. Select Default Settings for this Supplier to configure options (detailed below) that will
inherit to all Fulfillment Centers for the supplier. Default settings can be overridden for
individual fulfillment centers. The General tab is not available for the default settings.

3. To configure a specific Fulfillment Center, select it from the left side of the screen. The
details for the Fulfillment Center display on the right.

4. On the General tab:

a. Update the Name field by selecting the Override Default Values and
entering a value. Requisitioners will see the name when ordering from your
stockroom (supplier), so it should be something meaningful. If there is a 1:1
relationship between the stockroom supplier and fulfillment center, you may
want the Name to be the actual stockroom supplier name. For example –
Supplier: School ABC Store, Fulfillment Center: School ABC Store. Note: Use
caution when renaming fulfillment centers, as changes may have implications
with third-party systems.

b. Associate Address ID's if appropriate.
c. Select from or add Addresses associated with the Fulfillment Center.
d. If appropriate, select to make the Fulfillment Center visible to users in specific

Business Units. This option is available only if your organization has the
Multi-Business Unit license.

e. Click Save to save your changes.

5. Select theOrdering tab. Many of the sub-tabs will not apply to an internal stockroom.
Configure options, as appropriate, for shoppers who will be making purchases from this
stockroom. Click Save on each sub-tab as changes are made.

6. Select theOrder Distribution tab. JAGGAER must configure some of the options related to
Order Distribution. However, you can select by what method your stockroom receives
orders for fulfillment. You can choose from sending via sales order, fax, and/or email. Click
Save when changes are complete.

7. Select the Physical Inventory tab.
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a. From the Configuration sub-tab, select the Default Settings for this Supplier
to configure options for all fulfillment centers. Or, select a specific fulfillment
center to override default settings:

i. For In Stock Column Show. This field determines how inventory
availability is displayed for this supplier in the search results.Quantity
in Stockwill display the exact amount of available inventory to a user.
In Stock/Out of Stockwill display a message if the item is in stock or
out of stock only. Note: The stock value or indication only change when
an order has been fulfilled, not when an item is added to a cart.

ii. Show back ordered lines on pick list. Enable this checkbox to display
back ordered amount on the pick list for the stockroom staff.

iii. Show lot information on packing slip. Select this option if you want to
show the Lot details on the packing slip to the buyer.

iv. By default close orders that are fully allocated/canceled at the
time of shipment. Enable this checkbox to remove the order from the
workflow folder queue if it is fully processed. This option is
recommended. Once closed, no other fulfillment actions can be taken
(shipments). You can still invoice against the closed order.

v. Open order processing. Select the appropriate option for the
fulfillment center based on how your organization “works.” Select
Leave in personal folder if you would like an order that is not fully
processed (back ordered) to remain in theMy Approvals folder. Select
Return to Shared Queue if someone other than you may fill the back
order. Best practice: Setting the default to return to the queue after
shipments is recommended so other individuals can create shipments
on an order if you are not available.

vi. Back order Estimated Ship Date. You may choose to indicate that the
back order estimated ship date will be calculated using lead time, or a
fixed number of days.

vii. Shipment Delivery days. Enter the number of days to ship the item.
This number will be added to the back order number to determine the
final delivery date.

viii. Use Price Tolerance. This option enables the price tolerance check.
Price tolerance option is typically used when FIFO pricing is used for
inventory items. A warning message is noted in the fulfillment workflow
queue if the price the user is quoted is significantly different from the
price at shipment. Example: I search for a beaker and search results
show me a beaker at $10. I add 10 to my cart. By the time the order
goes through req/PO, the items allocated cost $12. That’s a 20%
increase. Based on the fulfillment tolerance values, the warning
message is displayed. The stockroom always has the option to adjust
the shipment price.
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ix. Fulfillment Price Tolerance Values. This option shows if Use Price
Tolerance is enabled. Enter the percentage or dollar value for the price
tolerance to generate a message for an order.

x. Auto Allocate back ordered items at receiving. Enable this checkbox
to auto-allocate new orders coming into sales order fulfillment. This
option is recommended.

xi. Cycle count Interval (days). If your organization only performs annual
inventory, leave this field blank. Otherwise, enter how frequently you
would like to perform cycle counts for the fulfillment center. This
setting can be overridden at the item level. When setting this up, the
day this setting is enabled is considered Day 1 and a cycle count is due. 
The next count is based on when you actually counted, not from the
activation day.

xii. Subtract quantity on order when calculating replenishment item
quantity to order. By default, the replenishment report considers the
full amount to replenish, excluding any amount that is on order but has
not been received. Enable this option if you would like to consider the
number of items already on order when calculating the replenishment
item quantity. If this option is not enabled, a reordered item is not
considered in stock until it is actually received, which may cause an
item to be ordered more than once for replenishment.

xiii. Replenishment Searches Use - Requirements for replenishment may
vary from organization to organization. Determine the formula that
indicates an item needs replenishment.

l Quantity on Hand -The total quantity of the
item that is present in the stockroom.

l Available Quantity - The quantity on hand
minus the allocated quantity.

l Available Quantity + Quantity on Order -
The available quantity plus the quantity from
any replenishment orders.

l Quantity on Hand + Quantity on Order -
The quantity on hand plus the quantity from
any replenishment orders.

xiv. Click Savewhen changes are complete.

a. Select the Locations sub-tab. This task assumes locations have been
configured. See for information.

i. Any locations currently assigned are listed.
ii. To associate a location to the fulfillment center, select Add Location.

You can select from all unassigned locations. Note: If you select a sub-
location to assign to a fulfillment center, the parent(s) of that sub-
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location can no longer be selected as part of a fulfillment center.
iii. To remove a location, enable the checkbox and select Remove

Selected Locations button. If the location has inventory assigned, you
cannot remove it from the list of locations for this fulfillment center.

b. Select the Prices sub-tab to select the Pricing Model for the supplier. When
an option is selected, click Save.

i. Fixed. Select this option if your organization would like to enter a fixed
price for items.

ii. FIFO. Select this option to for automatic pricing based on a defined
markup (if desired) and actual cost. The cost to the consumer is based
on First-in-First-out, meaning that the price for the oldest item is
always sold first. When this option is selected, you can enter aMarkup
%.

iii. Average. Select this option to for automatic pricing based on averaging
between all receipts and physical inventory amounts. When this option
is selected, you can enter aMarkup %.

c. Select the Kiosk sub-tab to select whether or not Kiosks will be used with
this supplier/fulfillment center. Once you select Enable kiosk, additional
options display. See Kiosk Setup and Usage for more information.

5. The History tab displays changes made to the information on each of the tabs.

6. Proceed to loading items for stockroom if shoppers will access the products via product
search. See Managing Inventory Items for additional information.

Note: You may configure an organization setting that will automatically create a Fulfillment
Center when a supplier Fulfillment Type Address is created. See "Additional Site Configuration
Settings" in the online searchable help for additional information.

Control Access to Inventory Management
Features

Overview
Inventory Management provides a way for you to not only control “which” stockrooms your
employees have access to, but which functions they are allowed to perform within the stockroom
or location.
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Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Controlling Access to Stockrooms
Inventory Management provides a way for you to not only control “which” stockrooms your
employees have access to, but which functions they are allowed to perform within the stockroom
or location.

l Assign the appropriate Fulfillment Center Access to Stockroom personnel. By
controlling which fulfillment centers – or locations – that a user has access to, storeroom
personnel are only allowed to view and work with the items in their specific area. For
example, you may have a main store that everyone has access to and a chemical room that
only a few people can access. For information on how to set this up, refer to Assigning
Fulfillment Center Access, below.

l Make sure that the appropriate permissions are assigned to the user. Refer to
"Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications" on page 16 for a list of permissions
related to inventory management.

l Assign the appropriate Fulfillment Center Access to Shoppers. Shoppers may set a
preferred fulfillment center, or location, when viewing stockroom items. They can only
shop from locations to which they have access. For information on how to set this up, refer
to Assigning Fulfillment Center Access, below.

Product Views
Because internal stockrooms are set up in the same manner as third-party suppliers, access to
the hosted catalog items in the stockrooms is granted to all users. If you would like to control
access to certain stockrooms to certain users, you would assign the stockroom supplier a
supplier class, then via product views control who has access to the supplier. For detailed
information on how to create product views, refer to Class and Product View Management.

Assigning Fulfillment Center Access
You can control which fulfillment centers – or locations – that a user has access to, so that
storeroom personnel are only allowed to view and work with the items in their specific area. For
example, you may have a main store that everyone has access to and a chemical room that only a
few people can access.

You can assign fulfillment center access to users two ways:

../../../../../../../../Content/Indirect/eProcurement/Setup and Administration/classandproductviewmgmt.htm
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l User-by-user via the user profile
l By opening up the fulfillment center and selecting the right users for each “store.”

Assign Fulfillment Access via the User Profile (one by one)

1. Go to Administer > Manage Users > Search for Users.

2. Enter user search criteria page to display user results.

3. Locate and select the user that you would like to update his/her information.

4. Go to the User Roles and Access > Fulfillment Center Access page. The list of available
suppliers and subsequent fulfillment centers displays.

5. Enable the checkbox(es) under the value column for each of the fulfillment centers that the
user should have access to. For example, if your organization has two stockrooms where
two suppliers and two, they may set up two suppliers with one fulfillment center each. A
user working in Stockroom 1 would only be assigned Stockroom 1. This access controls
what access the user has in terms of replenishment viewing, cycle counting, history, and
more.

6. After making your selections for the user, click the Save button.

7. Continue the process for each stockroom employee requiring access to inventory
functions. 

Assign Fulfillment Access to a Group

1. Go to theOrders > Sales Orders and Shipments > Manage Fulfillment Center
Access > Fulfillment Center Access page.

2. From the drop-down box, select the appropriate fulfillment center (if not already
selected).

3. Enable the Select checkbox for all of the users that should review and approve orders for
the fulfillment center. This represents “who” works in this stockroom.

4. Locate and select the user that you would like to update his/her information.

5. Click Save to save the assigned users.
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Sales Order Configuration

Overview
Stockrooms must configure the Sales Order document in order to process stockroom orders from
users. Refer to Document Setup and Configuration in the online searchable help and consult
JAGGAER for more information. In addition to configuring what information you want on the sales
order document, you will configure the numbering schema for sales orders as a way to uniquely
identify those documents throughout your system. For information on using sales orders for
fulling stockroom requests, see Order Fulfillment Process and related topics.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Creating a Customized Numbering Schema for Sales Order
By default, the sales order numbering schema is a randomly generated number by JAGGAER.
Administrators can also create custom number wheels and assign at the fulfillment center level.
Number wheels can be created by System Administrators. Details on setup found in Setting up
and Managing a Number Wheel in the online searchable help.

After a number wheel is created, it can be assigned to a fulfillment center. At the fulfillment center
level, an administrator can determine whether to use the system-generated number, the PO
number AS the Sales Order number (which is a common selection), or use a specific number
wheel. For example, you may want a number wheel for each stockroom.

To perform this task you are need the following permission enabled: Edit Fulfillment Center
Access. System Admin privileges are required to create a number wheel.

1. Go to theOrders >Sales Orders and Shipments>Configure Fulfillment Center
Settings> Fulfillment Center Settings page.

2. Select the Fulfillment Center to assign.

3. Click on the checkbox on the right side of the screen, and choose from one of the following
options:
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l System Generated, indicating a random numbering schema.

l Wheel: <name of custom wheel>. Select from the list of current number wheels.

l Use PO Number as Sales Order Number.

4. Click Save.

5. Repeat the process for any additional fulfillment centers.

Managing Inventory Items

Overview
Before you can begin adding physical inventory into the system, you must let the system know
about the inventory items that you would like requisitioners to order. During implementation,
oftentimes a bulk load of inventory items is performed. From there, you may add, update, or
delete items manually or occasionally, make bulk imports – such as for “across the board” price
changes.

Related Permissions
See Inventory Management Permissions and Notifications for information on Inventory
Management permissions.

Managing Inventory Items
Inventory items are the foundation of any inventory management system. An inventory item is
basically an item record. If your organization stocks 8X11 paper for its requisitioners, then this is
considered an inventory item. Each type of item that is stocked in your store, stockroom, or
cabinet is considered an inventory item. The inventory items, and the data associated with these
items, determines what users can order through your stores, where the items are stocked in your
facility, recommended timing for replenishment ordering, and more.

The purpose of this article is to focus on how inventory items are added, updated, and removed
from your inventory selection. Many of these activities in this article occur during your
implementation, but you will revisit many of the tasks on an as-needed basis.
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Inventory Item Information

The item record must be entered into the system before physical inventory information is added.
In other words, before telling the system you have ten widgets on Shelf 4 in Room 208, you must
first tell the system about the item itself. A bulk import is usually performed during
implementation. Items can also be added manually, or by copying and editing a similar record.
See more information about loading item information in Inventory Item Data, below. Item
information is managed in the Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price pages.

IMPORTANT: Custom Catalog Attributes are especially useful when promoting or designating
internal stockroom items. For more information on how custom attributes can be used to allow
users to sort by and view specific types of items (such as discount items, internal items, etc.),
refer to "Custom Catalog Attributes" in the online searchable help.

Physical Inventory

Inventory items are first loaded into the system, then physical inventory is added into the
system. Physical inventory presents how many items your organization has in stock and is based
on outgoing inventory from sales orders and incoming inventory from replenishment orders.
When physical inventory arrives in the stockroom, a receipt is created indicating when the items
were received and other important information about the replenishment delivery. A receipt
represents the financial aspect of your inventory and if FIFO or averaging is used, receipts
determine the cost charged to your end users.

Once you have item information in the system, think about your inventory control processes as
you manage the specific physical inventory for your stockroom.

l Establish an ideal stocking level of inventory items, and provide ordering suggested based
on those stocking levels.

l Maintain accurate item counts with cycle counting.
l Verify inventory with annual or semi-annual counts.
l Verify adjustments to stock levels or counts through the item's audit history.

Inventory Item Data
Before you can begin adding physical inventory into the system, you must let the system know
about the inventory items that you would like requisitioners to order. During implementation, a
bulk load of inventory items is often performed. From there, you may add, update, or delete items
manually or make bulk imports – such as for “across the board” price changes.

There are two primary ways to add hosted items to the system: via a file import for bulk loading of
items and manually in the application on an item-by-item basis. All of these tasks are performed
from the Hosted Catalog Items and Price pages.
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The process for adding and managing items via bulk load is explained in the Supplier Data Quick
Reference Guide and the Supplier Catalog Management Handbook found on the Submit
Hosted Content and Price Data page. You will prepare a content and pricing file and syndicate
the information to the system to make it available to end users.

Navigating the Hosted Catalog Items and Price Pages
The Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price Pages are available to users with the Edit
Items/Catalogs or Syndicate Items/Prices permission, both found under the Administration
tab in the user profile.

The functionality found in the Hosted Catalog Items and Price pages is available to Inventory
Management customers who are managing internal catalogs. You must have the Edit
Items/Catalogs or Syndicate Items/Prices permissions, both found under the Administration
tab in the user profile. These pages are also available to suppliers via a Supplier Network Portal,
where they can manage their hosted catalog item and price information for multiple customers. In
terms of inventory management, this tab is used to add and update inventory items, update item
details such as reorder point and default location, and more. Below is a description of each of the
sub-menus in this area:
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l Hosted Catalog Items. This area allows you to access and view details of each of the
items that you have loaded into the system. Search for items, then select any product
description to see additional information. From here, you can also create new items.

l Create New Catalog Item. This menu item is a quick link to create a new catalog item as
you would from the Hosted Catalog Items page.

l Hosted Catalog Price sets. This area displays the pricing loaded for each of the inventory
catalogs. Usually, you will provide a list price to be accessed by users when purchasing the
stockroom items. You can also provide pricing in multiple currencies, as configured by the
organization.

l Hosted Data Submission Dashboard. The dashboard provides an overview of the status
of your active and recent bulk catalog submissions.

l Submit Hosted Content and Price Data. This area is used for bulk import of content,
pricing, and image files for your inventory items. This tab also contains links that you will
find helpful in learning more about how to properly load your data. Included are:

l Supplier Data Quick Reference Guide - A short guide containing instructions on
how to load and update content for inventory items.

l Supplier Catalog Management Handbook - Download this guide to learn more
about hosted catalog items, and importing inventory items and prices into the
system.

l Catalog Management Template (CMT) –Use this link to access the Excel
spreadsheet that is the format for submitting your item data.

l Hosted Catalog Sample Data. Item Categories and Attributes, Standard Units
and Unit Mappings – These documents contain information helpful in formatting
your inventory item content for submitting into the system.

l Search Hosted Content and Pricing Submissions. This area allows you to view
information about bulk loading of item information. By default, submissions that need
attention (that have not been completed or closed) display.

l Request Hosted Content and Price Extracts. This area allows you to export catalog data
and pricing for review or easy updating. For example, you may want to do across-the-
board changes to min and max levels. You can update information from an extract file and
load it directly back into the system.

l Manage Hosted and Custom Item Attributes. This page allows you to create and
manage custom catalog attributes to supplement your item information. You can also use
the search function to locate system attributes to describe your products. 

l Misc. Catalog Configuration Settings. This tab allows you to select various configuration
options. The recommended selections for Inventory Management include:

l Days after import that discontinued items will be deleted - The default number
of days for this setting is 60 days. Items marked for deletion continue to be viewable
for the configured number of days, but cannot be ordered.

l Categorize Content using… - Select All Categories unless you are only selling
scientific items.
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l Image URL configuration - If you are providing images for your products via an
image URL link, enable this option. You may also choose to load static images, in
which case you do not need to enable this option.

l Supported Currencies - Select which currencies are supported for the inventory
items.

Add a New Inventory Item (Manually)
The Inventory Management solution allows you to manually add inventory items into the system.
It is recommended to use the bulk upload process if a substantial number of items are added,
modified, or removed from your inventory catalog. This task explains the process of adding an
inventory item manually in the user interface. You must have both Edit Items/Catalogs and
Syndicate Items/Prices permissions enabled.

You can create a new item by:

l Entering all new information for a brand new product.
l Copying a similar, existing item and providing a different part number and other details that
make the new item unique.

For more information on the fields and how they should be populated, refer to the Supplier Data
Quick Reference Guide, or Supplier Catalog Management Handbook available on the Submit
Hosted Content and Price data page.

Note: The screens used to perform this task are shared by third-party suppliers uploading
hosted catalog data. Therefore, some of the fields and information displayed may not be relevant
to your purpose.

1. Select to Create New Item in one of these ways:
a. Go to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog

Items and click the button to Create New Item.
b. Go to Catalogs and Contracts > Create New Item.

2. Populate the Create New Item screen. Required fields are indicated in Bold.
a. If you manage multiple stockrooms, select the appropriate stockroom for the

item from the Supplier drop-down. If you manage a single stockroom, the
stockroom name will show as read-only.

b. Using the field descriptions found in the Item Categories and Attributes
file, populate the remaining fields. Note: To make category selection simpler,
it is recommended to select from the Inventory Management categories,
rather than drilling down or searching through the entire category list.
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3. Click Save. If no errors are found, the screen will refresh up with sub-tabs to allow you to
describe the new item.

l Note: The page displays with a message to Syndicate Item Changes,meaning you
have added an item to the system but have not syndicated it to the live database. If
you add or edit a price, you will also see a message to Syndicate Price Changes
(dashboard). Some changes cannot be made unless you have syndicated the item.

4. Define the item. The information entered into these screens determines what the shopper
sees about the item and assists them in making their selection. Before moving to between
tabs, click Save if new information is entered/updated. Many fields are not applicable to
stockroom items, so only enter what is relevant to your stockroom products.

a. Basic – Use this tab to enter basic information about the item such as the
catalog number and description, unit of measure, and whether the item has
any special indications such as recycled or hazardous. Enter terms in the
Searchable Keywords field that are additional ways the item should be
found in product search. For example, if you are selling tissue, you might
enter Kleenex in this field.

b. Additional – Allows you to add attribute data, using system attributes or by
creating new attributes to associate with your product.

c. Chemical – Use this tab for further details about any chemical items that you
sell in your stockroom. The information in this tab allows you to enter detailed
chemical information and assists with product search when searching for
chemical items.

d. Antibody – This tab is only relevant if you are selling antibodies in your
stockrooms.

e. Prices – This tab allows you to enter and edit pricing for the item. You cannot
enter the price until you enter and save the basic information for the item.
You will come back to this step.

f. Proxy Catalog Accessibility - This tab applies to products that are available
via punch-out, and it is therefore not applicable to stockroom items.

g. Physical inventory – Provide information related to the item's physical
inventory status and location. See the Updating Physical Inventory Details
section below for details.

h. History – This tab provides a history of the changes made to the item,
including when it was added.

5. Select Syndicate Item Changes in the upper-center of the screen to save the item and
make it available to your end users. The item will show as out of stock until you add
physical inventory details.

6. When a confirmation/warning message displays, click Continue.

7. To add/update prices, refer to theManually Update Item Price section below.

8. Click Syndicate Price Changes (dashboard) to navigate to the dashboard, where you
can choose Syndicate Pricing...
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9. Upon syndication, the item should be available for shoppers via product search.

Copy an Existing Item to Create a New Item
Oftentimes you will need to create a new item that is similar to an existing one. A shortcut is
provided that allows you to take the standard information from an existing item and copy it as a
new item, saving data entry time.

1. Open the item that you would like to copy the data from. For instructions, refer to
Accessing the Inventory Item Record.

2. Once the item is open, select Copy Standard Data as New from the drop-down in the
upper right-hand corner and select Go.

3. The Create New Item screen displays. All of the standard information from the previous
item is copied over except the Part Number (i.e. – catalog #).

4. Enter any additional information about the item, make any changes needed, and click
Save.

5. Add item details as you would with any new item. Follow the remaining instructions as
indicated above for a new item.

Edit an Existing Inventory Item (manually)
Updates and changes can be made to inventory items through the system or through the bulk
import process. This task focuses on general instructions on manually updating information about
inventory items, such as the item description, hazard flags, and more.

You must have both Edit Items/Catalogs and Syndicate Items/Prices permissions.

Note: The screens used to perform this task are shared by third-party suppliers uploading
hosted catalog data. Therefore, some of the fields and information displayed may not be relevant
to your purpose.

1. Go to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog Items. The
Item Master Search displays, which allows you to search for existing items.

a. If you would like to see the items for a single stockroom catalog, select the
appropriate stockroom in the Supplier field.

b. If no search criteria is entered, all items for the stockroom displays. If you are
looking for a specific item, enter additional search criteria, then click Search.
The item results display. Note: Wildcards are not needed (*, etc.) when
searching.

c. The Item Master Search Results display all items that meet the requested
criteria.
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2. Select an item's Product Description to open the item and update information as
appropriate.

3. Other actions available for selected items on the page:
a. Mark for Deletion – When an item is marked for deletion, it will remain in the

system for 60 days, and is then permanently deleted. It is not available to
shoppers via product search but is available to stockroommanagers from the
Item Master Search. When deleted, the item information, pricing, and
inventory configuration information will be removed. If there is inventory for
the item, it will remain as marked for deletion. As long as an item is marked for
deletion, it can be reactivated.

b. Mark as Discontinued – This option allows you to discontinue an item. When
you discontinue an item it is still available to shoppers in product search but
cannot be ordered. An administrator may choose to update the description of
the item to indicate “order x product instead” (for substitution, etc.). By
default, an item will remain marked as discontinued for 60 days, at which
point it will be marked for deletion. To change the default time for items
marked as discontinued, see the Navigating the Hosted Catalog Items and
Price Pages section above.

c. Syndicate – If you created an item, but it is not available to your shoppers,
choose Syndicate to make it now available.

d. Reactivate – If an item has been discontinued or is marked for deletion, it can
be reactivated and made available to your shoppers by selecting Reactivate.

4. By clicking on the Product Description, information about the item displays. From the sub-
tabs you can review details about the item and make any necessary updates. After making
an update on a tab, click the Save button at the bottom of the screen.

5. If changes are made to the item, the system will indicate this by displaying the Syndicate
option at the top of the screen.

6. Click the appropriate Syndicate choice to make the changes take effect for your
requisitioners. This is a very important step, and if it is not completed, end-users will
not see your changes.

Manually Update Item Price
If your organization is not using FIFO or averaging to determine pricing for an item, you may need
to update item pricing on occasion.

You must have Edit Items/Catalogs and Syndicate Items/Prices permissions.
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1. Go to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog Items. The
Item Master Search displays, which allows you to search for existing items.

a. If you would like to see the items for a single stockroom catalog, select the
appropriate stockroom in the Supplier field.

b. If no search criteria is entered, all items for the stockroom displays. If you are
looking for a specific item, enter additional search criteria, then click Search.
The item results display. Note: Wildcards are not needed (*, etc.) when
searching.

c. The Item Master Search Results display all items that meet the requested
criteria.

2. Select an item's Product Description to open the item and update information as
appropriate.

3. On the Prices tab, select Show all price sets and select the Search button.

4. Select add/edit price for the CorporateList price set. If you are loading specific pricing for
the organization instead of using list price, select the organization price set name. An
Add/Edit Price overlay displays.

5. Confirm the details displayed. In the Price Type drop-down, select one of the following
options:

a. Normal – if you want the item to display for the end user, along with a
designated price. This is the standard option and recommended in most
cases. This is the only selection that allows a user to add the item to their
cart.

b. Call for price – if you do not want pricing to show for an item, but you want
the item to display in search results, choose this option. Instead of pricing
and the “add to cart “option displaying, the words Call for price displays.

c. None – Select this option if you no longer want the item to display for
requisitioners. The item will remain accessible via the items/prices tab for
stockroom personnel, but cannot be viewed or ordered by end-users.

6. Click Submit.
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7. At the top of the screen, there are two options. If only changes have been made to the
price, select the Syndicate price Changes (dashboard) option. From there you will be
taken to the items/price dashboard and you can select Syndicate Prices. If other changes
have been made to the item, select the Syndicate Item Changes.

Inventory Items, Physical Inventory, and Receipts
An inventory item is basically an item record. If your organization stocks 8X11 paper for its
requisitioners, then this is considered an inventory item. Each type of item that is stocked in your
store, stockroom, or cabinet is considered an inventory item. The inventory item – or item record –
contains information such as the catalog number and product description, hazard information,
reorder/min/max values, and other such data.

Inventory items are first loaded into the system, then physical inventory is added into the
system. Physical inventory presents how many items your organization has in stock and is based
on outgoing inventory from sales orders and incoming inventory from replenishment orders.
When physical inventory arrives in the stockroom, a receipt is created indicating when the items
were received and other important information about the replenishment delivery. A receipt
represents the financial aspect of your inventory and if FIFO or averaging is used, receipts
determine the cost charged to your end users.

Updating Physical Inventory Details for an Item
Updates and changes can be made to inventory items through the system or through the bulk
import process. This task focuses on specifically updating physical inventory data for an item.

To perform this task, you must have both Edit Items/Catalogs and Syndicate Items/Prices
permissions.

Note: The screens used to perform this task are shared by third-party suppliers uploading
hosted catalog data. Therefore, some of the fields and information displayed may not be relevant
to your purpose.

Details about item location, replenishment settings, inventory levels, reordering point, and other
inventory related settings should be loaded for each item in your stockroom. Once you select an
item on the Hosted Catalog Items page, select the Physical Inventory page.

Physical Inventory Details
The Physical Inventory Details page contains the current inventory details for the item, listed by
location. Receipts are also listed. You can select to adjust the inventory manually, and also adjust
the details and remaining quantity for receipts. You can track receipt of inventory from this page
by selecting the Receive Inventory button, and entering appropriate details. If you are viewing a
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new item, there will be no information available until inventory is received.

Inventory Parameters
The Inventory Parameters tab under the Inventory/FC Configuration tab is where you will set
your inventory levels, valuation (pricing) preferences, and reordering information. You can set the
default settings by selecting the Default Settings for this Supplier under Fulfillment Address,
or select a specific fulfillment center to configure specific settings for that particular address.

The following settings can be set at the Default level, and inherit to or be overridden for specific
fulfillment addresses:

l Minimum Inventory Level - The lowest recommended level of inventory for the item.
l Maximum Inventory Level – The maximum recommended level of inventory for the item.
l Reorder Point – The point at which reordering is recommended. Sometimes this may need
to be higher than the minimum amount if the item’s throughput is high.

l Economic Order Quantity - The ideal number of items that should be ordered at once.
l Cycle Count Interval – Use this field to override the interval established at the fulfillment-
center level. For more information, refer to the Cycle Counting lesson.

The following additional settings show as specific fulfillment addresses are selected:

l Last Cycle Count – A read only field indicating the last time that an interval count was
completed.

l Last Annual Cycle Count – A read-only field indicating the last time that an annual
inventory count was completed for the item.

l Default location – Select the default location where the item is stored. A default location is
not required, but having one can make receiving more efficient.

l Most recent locations is a read-only field indicating where the item was received/stored
recently.
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Inventory Pricing Setup
The Inventory Pricing Setup tab under the Inventory/FC Configuration tab is where you will set
the default valuation method for tracking the inventory. Configure the Pricing Model andMarkup
% for all addresses by first selecting the Default Settings for this Supplier under Fulfillment
Address, or select a specific fulfillment center to configure the settings for that particular
address.

l Pricing Model - Select the appropriate valuation method for inventory products:
l FIFO - First In First Out method. Under FIFO, the cost of goods sold is based upon
the cost of material bought earliest in the period, while the cost of inventory is based
upon the cost of material bought later in the year. This results in inventory being
valued close to current replacement cost.

l Fixed - This method allows for a fixed value for the inventory.
l Weighted - This method takes the weighted average of all units available for sale
during the period and uses that average cost to determine the value of cost of goods
sold and ending inventory.

l Markup % - When FIFO or Average is selected, enter the Markup % to be used in the
valuation.

Replenishment Link Configuration (in application)
The Replenishment Link Configuration page lists any hosted catalog or non-catalog items
associated with the inventory item. You can select to edit the inventory information for the linked
item and to delete the link. Select New link to a catalog item to search for hosted catalog
products, or New link to a non-catalog item to enter details for a non-catalog item to associate
with the inventory item.

Note: The Catalog Replenishment Links import type allows replenishment links for
catalog items to be added or updated in the application through a bulk import. See the
Inventory Management Import Guide for more information. It can be downloaded from the
Import Inventory Information page (Inventory > Manage Inventory and Locations > Import
Inventory Information ).

1. Go to Contracts > Hosted Catalog Items and Price > Hosted Catalog Items. The
Item Master Search displays, which allows you to search for existing items.

2. If you manage more than one stockroom, select the appropriate stockroom in the Supplier
field. Click Search to see all items for that stockroom. If you are looking for a specific item,
enter additional search criteria, then click Search. The item results display. Note:
Wildcards are not needed (*, etc.) when searching.

3. Click on the Product Description for an item to open the item details.
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4. Select the Physical Inventory tab.

5. Go to the Inventory/FC Configuration sub-tab.
a. To manage settings for all fulfillment addresses, select Default Settings for

this Supplier under the Fulfillment Address panel.
b. To manage information for a specific fulfillment center, select it from the list

of Fulfillment Addresses. To edit a setting, select theOverride Default
Values checkbox for the field.

c. Enter the appropriate values for fields as appropriate for the fulfillment
address. Select Save.

6. Select the Inventory Pricing Setup tab if you would like to override the pricing model
and/or markup percentage set up at the fulfillment level for this item specifically. Click
Save when finished.

7. Select the Replenishment Link Configuration tab to associate a hosted or non-catalog
product with the inventory item. Click Save when finished. For more information on this
task, see Link Inventory Items to Third-Party Items.
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